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We consider a simple measurement error regression model 
yt = ^0 + ^l^t + ^t ' (11) 
+ Uj , (1.2) 
^t = ^t + ^t ' (13) 
where 0 = (/3q, is the parameter of interest, (Y^, X^) , t = 1, 2, ..., n , are the 
observations, (y^, x^) are the true vectors , (w^, u^) are the measurement errors, and 
is the equation error. We assume that the measurement errors = (w^, u^), t = 
1, 2, n , are independent of (qj, Xj) for all t and j. It is also assumed that qj is 
independent of for all t and j. The covariance matrix of a^ is denoted by . It 
is assumed that is known or that a consistent estimator, denoted by S , is 
ao» oiaL 
available. The estimator may come from an outside source or may be 
constructed from replications. The availability of an estimator of identifies the 
model. 
An extensive literature on the estimation of the parameters of the model 
(1.1) — (1.3) is available and documented in Fuller (1987). Some estimators and their 
properties for the model (1.1)-(1.3) are reviewed in Section 2.1. Several authors, 
including Brown (1982) and Carrol and G alio (1982), have shown that the presence of 
outliers has a strong effect on the usual measurement error model estimators. 
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The influence curve, introduced by Hampel (1968), plays an important role in 
detecting the sensitivity of an estimator to the presence of an outlier. Keliey (1984) 
computed the influence curve of the orthogonal regression estimators with known 
covariance matrix of the measurement errors. She used the sample influence function 
to determine possible outliers in the data set, but she did not propose a solution to the 
outlier problem. Wellman and Gunst (1991) used the influence functions to show that 
extreme observations affect the fitted line in the direction orthogonal to the fitted line. 
They used perturbation arguments and one—step asymptotic approximations to justify 
their influence diagnostics. 
Brown (1982) showed by simulation that the mean squared error of the ordinary 
least squares estimator of the slope parameter in a measurement error model can be 
smaller than that of the usual method of moments estimator when the measurements 
on the explanatory variable are contaminated with extreme values. 
Carrol and G alio (1982) considered the functional measurement error model 
with an error in the equation where each observation was replicated exactly twice. 
Replication was used to estimate the covariance matrix of the measurement errors. 
Under some strong assumptions on the scale estimator, they showed that the 
M—estimator of fi is consistent and has a normal distribution in the limit. The 
assumption on the scale parameter was necessary to avoid the simultaneous estimation 
of location and scale parameters. The assumption on the scale parameter was used in 
the proof of the asymptotic results. The median absolute deviation from the modified 
method of moments estimated model was used as the scale in their simulation studies. 
The M—estimators and bounded influence function estimators behaved better than the 
usual method of moments estimators in the presence of extreme observations in the 
simulation studies. 
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Zamar (1989) studied the orthogonal regression M-estimators for the 
no—equation error model. He showed that when the loss function is bounded and the 
measurement errors are dliptically distributed, the M-estimator is robust and 
consistent. He noted that a robust estimate of the scale parameter is essential for the 
M—estimation problem. He presented an algorithm for computing a robust estimate of 
the scale parameter, based on the orthogonal residuals and the orthogonal regression 
M-estimator. 
Cheng and Van Ness (1990, 1992) studied classical and generalized 
M-estimators for the measurement error model with no equation error. They 
presented a lower bound for the asymptotic variance of the generalized M—estimators. 
If there is no intercept in the model and if the scale is known, they showed that the 
lower bound can be achieved. 
Abdullah (1989) did an extensive simulation study on the M—estimation 
problem in the simple linear functional relationship model with no equation error. He 
considered a criterion function which gives different weights to deviations in the 
X—direction and in the Y—direction. He presented a computational scheme based on 
an iteratively reweighted regression method to downweight extreme deviations in the 
X-direction and Y-direction simultaneously. He makes a strong assumption that the 
scale estimator is fixed at the first step of the iteration. He makes the point that a 
correct downweighting is only possible if the direction of the extreme deviation is 
known. He admits that in real situations, such information is unlikely to be available 
and, hence, imposing a weighting scheme on each of the variables of the model is 
necessary. 
In this dissertation we introduce another approach to robust estimation of P. 
In Chapter 3, we use a robust regression estimation procedure to estimate the 
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population regression coefficient of Y on X and the error mean square for that 
regression. Similarly, we construct a robust regression estimator for the regression of 
X on Y and for the error mean square of that regression. We show that these 
estimators are consistent and attain the asymptotic distribution of the robust 
regression estimators. These estimators are specifically designed to be robust against a 
single outlier. We also describe the necessary modifications to incorporate multiple 
outliers. In Chapter 4, we construct an estimator of 0 of the measurement error model 
as a function of the two estimated regression coefficients and the two estimated error 
mean squares of the two regressions. We show that our estimator is consistent and 
normally distributed in the limit if the original errors are normally distributed. Also, in 
Chapter 4, we describe the extension from two variables to three variables. In 
Chapter 5, Monte Carlo studies are presented to show that our estimator is insensitive 
to outliers and that the efficiency loss is modest when there is no outlier in the sample. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
In this chapter we review some measurement error models in Section 2.1, review 
robust estimation and robust regression in Section 2.2, review of robust estimation for 
measurement error models without equation error in Section 2.3, and give a brief 
discussion on previous work on robust estimation for measurement error models with 
equation error in Section 2.4. 
2.1 Measurement Error Models 
The term measurement error refers to the deviation of an observation from the 
true quantity. There are at least two major disciplines in the field of statistics where 
measurement error has an important role. The two disciplines are survey sampling and 
psychometrics. In survey sampling and in related fields such as sociology and political 
science, the measurement error is usually modeled as a random variable arising from a 
random drawing from a hypothetical error population. For example, a survey response 
can be modeled as a random drawing of an individual unit from a population of 
interest plus a random drawing from the error population. In psychometrics, 
measurement error is often used in at describing the relationship among multiple 
responses. Groves (1991) provides a good discussion on the definition of measurement 
errors. Several models for measurement errors are discussed in Biemer and Stokes 
(1991). 
One of the widely used models in data analysis is the linear regression model. A 
regression model where the independent variables are measured with error has been an 
active area of research for more than a century. The earliest work cited in the 
literature is Adcock (1877). Modern literature includes Berkson (1950), Lindley (1953), 
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Creasy (1956), Madansky (1959), Sprent (1966), Cochran (1968), Moran (1971), 
DeGrade and Fuller (1972), Wolter (1974), Anderson (1976, 1984), Dolby (1976), 
Fuller and Hidiroglou (1978), Kendall and Stuart (1979, Chapter 29), Gleser (1981), 
Fuller (1980, 1987), and Amemiya (1982). 
Most of the notation in this section follows that of Fuller (1987). Let = 
(Y^,X^), t=l,2;...,n be the (k+l)-dimensional observed row vectors, and let = 
(y^,x^) be the true vectors. A model equivalent to (1.1)-(1.3) is 
Yt = /Jq + ' (2.1.1) 
+  U j ,  (2 .1 .2 )  
St = Qt + Wt , (2.1.3) 
where = (/3Q, is the parameter of interest, (w^, u^) are measurement errors, 
and is the equation error. We assume that the measurement errors a^ = (w^, u^), 
t = 1, 2, ..., n , are independent of (qj, Xj) for all t and j. It is also assumed that qj 
is independent of x^ for all j and t. The covariance matrix of a^. is denoted by . 
The presence of equation error, q^, can be justified on the basis that the true 
values y^ and x^ will not be perfectly related if factors other than x^ are responsible for 
the variation in y^. Models with fixed x^ are called functional models while models 
with random x^ are called structural models. Dolby (1976) suggested the term ultra 
structural models when E(x^) is a function of t. More general ultra structural models, 
where the observation vectors Z^, t = l,2,...,n, are serially correlated, are studied in 
depth by Eltinge (1987). In the functional model the parameters are the unknown x^. 
t=l,2,...,n, and the parameters specifying the distribution of e^ and p. In structural 
models the parameters are jSand the parameters specifying the distribution of (x^, e^). 
Fuller (1987, Section 2.2.1) illustrates that the maximum likelihood estimation of all 
the parameters in the model (2.1.1)-(2.1.3) is impossible since the parameters are 
nonidentifiable. If it is assumed that is known or that a consistent estimator, 
denoted by , is available then the parameters of the model are identified. The 
estimator S^ may come from an outside source or may be constructed from 
replications. 
Consider the structural model (2.1.1)-(2.1.3) with the underlying joint 
distribution multivariate normal, namely. 
*t x'" fS 0 0 XX _ 













Assume that is known. First let us consider the least squares estimator. 
^ols " ™XX™XY 
where are submatrices of the partitioned sample covariance matrix. 
.-l-lî" 
™ZZ ~ S (Z^ - Z) (Z^ - Z) 
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By the properties of the multivariate normal distribution 
= (ÏXX+\ur'(^xx^ + \w) • 
This shows that the ordinary least squares estimator of is biased. The maximum 
likelihood estimators for the parameters for the model (2.1.1)-(2.1.4) are derived in 
Section 2.2 of Fuller (1987) as 
(i^,^o) = (X,Y-X^j), 
= (n^XX ~ ^ uu^ ~ ^ uw^' 
'^ee === ™YY ~ ^™XY^1 + ^1™XX^1 + ^\u^l " ^l^uu^l' 
^xx = ™XX~^uu' 
provided is positive definite and > ^eu^u^ue' 
Moore—Penrose generalized inverse of If these conditions are violated the 
estimators may fall on the boundary of the parameter space. See Kendall and Stuart 
(1979, Chapter 29) and Fuller (1987, Section 2.2) for more details. 
If an estimator S„„ is used in place of then a consistent estimator of B. is 
aa ^ aa *^1 
^1 ~ (™XX ~ \u) ^(™XY ~ (2.1.6) 
g 
Let be an unbiased estimator of S„„ that is distributed as a multiple of a Wishart 
acl cla 
matrix with d(n) degrees of freedom, independent of for all t. Let u = lim nd(n)'~^ 





= ®xx + "vv = "ee " ^ V + \y = \w " V = "ww " 
/ ^ -
^^wu^ ^ ^uu^' sample distributions of and are unknown. 
Fuller (1980, 1987 Section 2.5) shows that the estimators and can be 
modified for small sample bias. The modified estimator of 0^ is, 
\ = Pxx+^f-ir'sJIN^y+f^n-irls^J, (2.1.10) 
where a > 0 is a fixed real number, 
^ _ (°^XX"\u , \ 
XX - [A-(n-l) if A < l+(n-l) ' 
10 
- _ f'^XY - ®uw if Â > 1+ ( n-1)-^ ^ 
xy j™XY" l + (n-l) 
A is the smallest root of — •^^aal ~ Theorem 1 of Fuller (1980) the mean 
2 
square error of is smaller for a = k+A+2u than for any smaller a up to order n 
Also the bias can be reduced by selecting an a > k+1. 
2.2 Robust Estimation 
In this section we briefly discuss the theory of robust estimation. Most of the 
material can be found in Huber (1981), and Hampel et al. (1986). In Section 2.2.1 we 
give a brief introduction to the robust estimation method, in Section 2.2.2 we 
introduce a statistical functional, namely, the influence function, in Section 2.2.3 we 
discuss the use of influence function as a measure of robustness, in Section 2.2.4 we 
introduce the M—estimation procedure, and in Section 2.2.5 we briefly discuss the 
robust regression and the generalized M-estimation procedure. 
2.2.1 Introduction to robust estimation 
The method of least squares for linear models is one of the mostly widely used 
tools in statistics. In spite of its elegant computational and interpretational simplicity, 
this method, is unreliable in the presence of outliers. It is well known that outliers 
which arise either from heavy tailed distribution or from gross errors can substantially 
alter the least squares estimation. Also an examination of the residuals may be 
misleading because the residuals may look like a normal distribution even in the 
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presence of gross errors. One of the main goals of robust estimation in regression is the 
modification of the method of least squares to downweight the effect of the ouliers. 
Robust methods date to the prehistory of the theory of statistics. See Stigler 
(1973) for a brief history of these methods. In 1964 P. J. Huber published his famous 
paper on robust estimation in the Annals of Mathematical Statistics. This paper, 
Ruber's subsequent work, and the work of others, notably Hampel (1968, 1974) 
inspired and attracted many researchers. See Hampel et al. (1986) for an extensive list 
of references on the recent developments. 
Huber treated neighborhoods of a probabilistic model which are supposed to 
contain the true distribution that generates the data. Then he constructed an estimator 
that is optimal over the whole neighborhood in the minimax sense. Ruber's approach 
was confined to models with invariance structure. 
Hampel's approach was based on the infinitesimal behavior of the estimator 
based on its directional derivative (influence function) and the breakdown point. The 
breakdown point is a distance measure to the nearest singularity, that is, it is the 
smallest distance firom the model distribution beyond which the empirical functional 
becomes totally unreliable and uninformative. 
2.2.2 Statistical functional and influence function 
Statistical functionals were introduced by von Mises (1936, 1947) and are 
widely used in the theory of robust estimation. Let be independent, 
identically distributed random variables, distributed according to a parametric model 
{Fg, 0eB}, where 0 C K. Let y? be a real valued function and let 
Tjx^,xy...,xj = n-'î ^Xj). • 
t—1 
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Then the linear statistical functional T(F) is 
/y<x)dF(x). 
_i n 
Note that T(F^) = = n S y(X^), where is the empirical 
distribution of X obtained from the random sample Xj^,X2,...,X^. 
It can be shown that for a linear statistical functional T, 
nl/2iT(p^) _ T(F)1 L_ N(0,CT2), 
if 0 < Ep[(^X) —Ep{(p(X)}]^ < 00. See Boos and Serfling (1980) for a proof. Von Mises 
extended the linear statistical functional to the general statistical functional defined as 
the mapping T: » K where Jg" is the sample space of X, is the class of 
all possible distributions on the sample space and IR is the real line. 
In this chapter, we always assume that the functionals are Fisher consistent. 
That is, 
T(Fg) = g for all 8. (2.2.1) 
This means that the finite sample version of T(F), namely the sequence of 
estimators {T^;n > 1}, converges to the right quantity (Û) if the underlying model is 
correct, the sample cumulative distribution function F^ converges to F^ , and if T is 
continuous with respect to the weak-star topology. See Chapter 2 of Huber (1981) for 
more details on Fisher consistency. 
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To investigate the infinitesimal behavior of the functional T a heuristic tool 
called the influence function was introduced by Hampel (1968, 1974). The influence 
function of T at the distribution F is 
T[(l-e)F + eô] - T(F) 
IF[x;T,F] = lim (2.2.2) 
e-tO + 
for those x e S where this limit exists and 6^ is a probability measure which puts all 
its mass at x. Note that IF[x;T,F] is the directional derivative of T at F in the 
direction of x The influence function can be interpreted as the effect on the estimator 
of an infinitesimal contamination at the point x , standardized by the mass of 
contamination. 
Example 2.2.1: Let F g = N(0,1) be the normal distribution with mean 6 and standard 
deviation 1. The mean functional is 
Tj(F) = / xdF(x). 
The influence function of the mean is 
IF[x;TpF] = X. 
The influence function of the mean is unbounded. That means it is not a robust 
estimator of 6. The median functional is 
T2(P) = F-'(-5). 
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The influence function of the median is 
IP[x; Tg,?] = (f)l/^sign{x). 
The influence function of the median is bounded and not affected by extreme values, 
hence a robust estimator of 0. 
Note that T^ and Tg are Fisher consistent for the parameter 0 because 
Ti(F^) = T2(F(,) = 0. 
The influence function is a special case of the von Mises derivative of a 
statistical functional. A functional T is von Mises differentiable at a distribution 
function F in if there exists a real function IF[.; T,F] such that 
T[(l-c)F + eG ] - T(F) . 
lim = f IF[x; T,F]dG(x) 
e-»0+ ^ 
for all G e S^(S). If T is von Mises differentiable it is also called a von Mises 
functional with first kernel function IF[.; T,F]. By putting G = 6^ we see that the von 
Mises derivative is the influence function IF[x; T,F] and also note that by putting G = 
F, 
Ep{IF[.; T,F]} = / IF[x; T,F]dF(x) = 0. (2.2.3) 
See Fernholz (1983) for a more rigorous discussion of differentiation of statistical 
functionals. Von Mises (1936, 1947) also observed that if a distribution function G is 
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near F then using a first order Taylor expansion, 
T(G) = T(F) + f IF[x; T,F]d(G-F)(x) + R. 
In particular, when G = F^ and using (2.2.3) we get, 
T(F^) = T(F) + / IF[x; T,F]dF^(x) + R. 
Evaluating the integral over F^ and multiplying by n^/^ we get 
nl/2[T(FJ - T(F)] = n"^/^E IF[x^; T,F] + n^/^R. 
Also von Mises showed that n^^^R —^ 0 if 
0 < / {IF[x; T,F]}^dF(x) = V(T,F) < m. (2.2.4) 
If (2.2.4) holds, we have a Central Limit Theorem, by Slutsky's Theorem. 
nl/2[T(F J - T(F)] i N(0,V). (2.2.5) 
A rigorous treatment of this central limit theorem is given in Boos and Serfling (1980) 
and Fernholz (1983). 
If Fg has a density fg with respect to some measure then by the asymptotic 
Cramer—Rao inequality. 
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V(T,Fj) > [I(Fg)r^ 
where I(F^) is the Fisher information given by 
Huber (1981, Section 3.5) shows that the asymptotic Cramer—Rao lower bound is 
achieved by any Fisher consistent functional T with finite influence function if and 
only if 
IP[x; T,P^ = [I(F^)r^^ln y. (2.2.6) 
In fact (2.2.6) is the influence function of the maximum likelihood estimator. See 
Hampel et al. (1986, Section 2.5). So far we have considered only the one dimensional 
parameter and sample space. We can extend the results to the multidimensional case 
as described in the subsequent sections of this chapter. 
2.2.3 Influence function as a measure of robustness 
Define the Gross Error Sensitivity of a p—dimensional T at F as 
GES(T,F) = sup II IF[x; T,F] || 
X 
where ||.|| denotes the Euclidean norm. The GES(T,F) measures the maximum bias 
due to infinitesimal contamination and measures the stability of T under small changes 
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in F. In many problems, especially regression and measurement error models, scales of 
the variables are arbitrary and scales of the parameters varied accordingly. It is 
natural to postulate a measure of robustness of the estimator of the parameters 
invariant under the choice of scale. One possible measure is the self—standardized 
sensitivity. 
STS(T,F) = sup {IF[x; T,F]'v(T,Fr^IF[x; T,F]}^/^, (2.2.7) 
X 
where V(T,F) is the asymptotic variance matrix of T(F) defined analogous to (2.2.4) 
for a p-dimensional functional T(F), 
V(T,F) = f IF[x;T,F]IF[x;T,F]'dF(x). (2.2.8) 
Note that (2,2.7) is defined if V(T,F) is non-singular, else STS(T,F) is defined as œ. 
Integrating STS(T,F)^ > IF V~^IF = trace(V~^IF IF ) with respect to dF, we get 
STS(T,F) > p^/^ (2.2.9) 
where p is the dimension of T(F). 
It is a desirable property of the estimator to have a low GES or STS value. 
Generally low values are gained at the expense of loss in efficiency. It is possible to 
obtain quite efficient estimators with a low GES or STS in some regression problems. 
Cheng and van Ness (1990, 1992) show that GES( or STS) can reach the lower bound 
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(2.2.9) for an efficient estimator of slope in the case of the univariate no—intercept, 
no-equation error Gaussian measurement error model. 
A functional T is called B—robust at F if GES( or STS) is bounded above 
(where "B" comes from "bias"). If a functional T(F) attains the lower bound (2.2.9), 
then it is called most B—robust. A functional which can not be simultaneously 
improved with respect to GES( or STS) and the asymptotic variance V(T,F) is called 
an optimal B-robust estimator. In general finding an optimal B—robust estimator is a 
difficult problem. This problem is sometimes called HampfiTs optimalitv problem in 
the literature. 
In Example 2.2.1 it can be shown that 
GES(T^,F) = m and GES(T2,F) = (J)^/^, 
and 
V(TpF) = 1 and V(T2,F) = |. 
This means that, the median is B—robust but the mean functional is not. Furthermore, 
the asymptotic efficiency of the median functional is 2/7r = .637 for the normal 
distribution. 
Another popular criterion for measuring robustness of a statistical functional is 
the change of variance function (CVF), defined as 
V[T,(1-6)F + eS ] -  V(T,F) 
CVF(x;T,F) = lim , (2.2.10) 
c-tO+ ^ 
where 6^ is a probability distribution function which puts all its mass at x and V(T,G) 
is the asymptotic variance matrix of the functional T at G. 
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There are many similarities between IF and CVF. For example (2.2.3) can be 
established in the similar manner for CVF. We will define a measure of robustness, 
namely V—robust, via CVF in the next section. The robustness measures derived from 
IF or CVF are powerful tools for the construction of robust procedures but they are 
local concepts. That is they are derived at a particular distribution function. Therefore 
they must be complemented by a measure of global reliability of the estimator, which 
describes up to what distance from the model distribution the estimator still gives 
some relevant information. 
The t^ross-error breakdown point (GEBP) of a sequence of estimators {T^; 
n>l} at F is defined as, 
GEBP(T^) = sup { e < 1 : there exists a compact set A c 8 such that for all 
H c and G = (1—e)F + eH implies lim G(T^ e A) = 1 }. 
n-»a) 
The GEBP should formally be written as a function of F but usually it 
does not depend on F. Intuitively GEBP(T^) is the largest traction of gross errors that 
the estimator T^ can cope with as n goes to infinity. 
2.2.4 M—estimation 
Let XpX2,...,X^ be independent, identically distributed random variables , 
distributed according to a parametric model {F^ ',&€%} and assume that F^has a 
density f^ with respect to a sigma finite measure for each e B c K^. The maximum 
likelihood estimator of Ois obtained by minimizing, over 0, the quantity 
20 
n 
-Sl lnf^Xj) .  
Huber (1964) proposed to generalize this to minimize, over 8, the quantity 
n 
Q{0} = S p{X 0) 
t=l ' 
(2.2.11) 
where p is some nonnegative function on 6. More about this "distance" or 
"generalized loss" function will be said in the subsequent sections and chapters. 
Suppose p has a derivative 
Any estimator which minimizes (2.2.11) or satisfies (2.2.12) is called a 
M—estimator or generalized maximum likelihood estimator. Note that when />(x,fl) 
= — In fg (x) the M-estimator is exactly the maximum likelihood estimator. 
If is the empirical cumulative distribution function generated by the sample 
then of (2.2.12) can be written as T(F^) where T is the functional given by 
lKx,g) = |j[/>(x,fl)]. 
Then the estimator satisfies the implicit equation, 
n 
s T ) = 0. 
t=l ^ " 
(2.2.12) 
/ ^ x,T(F))dF(x) = 0 (2.2.13) 
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for all distributions F for which the integral is defined. For the location problem with 
known scale, ^is of the form 
A popular example is Ruber's ^function defined as, 
^(x) = X min(l, k||x||~^), x e (2.2.14) 
where k e is a properly chosen constant such that T has the desired efficiency as 
compared to the maximum likelihood functional. For the location problem with known 
scale, one can iteratively solve for in 
Vn) = »• 
Another possible choice of rp yielding good efficiency for the location problem is a 
redescending function. A redescending function is a function ^.) such that ^x) * 0 
as llx|l 1 CD. A popular example of this type is the bisauare function introduced by 
Beaton and Tukey (1974) and defined as 
V^^(x) = x(l - ||x||^k~^)^I(||x|l < k), X e R^, (2.2.15) 
where I is the indicator function and k is properly chosen such that T has a desired 
efficiency. 
Replacing F by (l-6)F+e^in (2.2.13) and differentiating with respect to e and 
setting e = 0 we get the influence function of T at F, 
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IF[x; T,F] = M(^,FrV^,T(F)), (2.2.16) 
where the p * p matrix M is 
M(lC,P) = - / I (feT(F)''^W' (2 2.17) 
and ip (or p) is selected such that M is nonsingular. 
The asymptotic variance matrix T is 
V(T,P) = M(*F)-^Q(*T,F)(M(*FrY, (2.2.18) 
where 
Q(*T,F) = / ,f(i,T(F))if(3t,T(P))'dF{x). (2.2.19) 
Details of these computations can be found in Chapter 3 of Huber (1981) or Chapter 4 
of Hampel et al. (1986). 
Note that, from (2.2.16), the M-estimator is B—robust if and only if 
sup||^x,T(F)l| < CD. Selecting an appropriate p with bounded derivative and 
X 
nonsingular M as defined in (2.2.18) is the first step in a search for a robust 
M-estimator. 
The CVF for the M—estimator T at F can be computed as 
CVF(x; T,F) = V + M~V») ' - M"^BV - V(M~^B) ', (2.2.20) 
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where B = — M and V are given in (2.2.17) and (2.2.18) respectively. 
Details of these computations can be found in Chapter 3 of Huber (1981) or Chapter 4 
of Hampel et al. (1986). 
Another measure of robustness is defined through CVF. Let us assume that the 
parameter space is one-dimensional for the remainder of the Section 2.2.2. The change 
in variance sensitivitv (CVS) is defined as 
CVS(^,F) = sup CVF(x; ^,F)V(^,F)"\ (2.2.21) 
X 
where the supremum is taken over the whole real line except where is discontinuous 
or ip' is not defined, or if)' is discontinuous. 
The M—functional T(F) defined through (2.2.13) is called V—robust if CVS('^,F) 
is finite ( V comes from "variance"). It can be shown that if CVS is finite the GES is 
also finite (  That is V-robust implies B-robust.)  if  J < m and 0 < J tp dF < a. 
See Section 2.5 of Hampel et al. (1986) for proof of this result. This shows that the 
concept of V—robustness is much stronger than the concept of B—robustness for a wide 
class of ij) functions. The problem with CVS is that there is no extension to the 
multi—dimensional parameter space comparable to the extension in the case of GES. 
2.2.5 Classical regression and generalized M—estimators 
The classical regression model is 
Y^ = X^^+e^, t=l,2,...,n, (2.2.22) 
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where Z^=(Y^,X^) e is a sequence of observations (that is a realization of a 
sequence of random variables), e^, t=l,2,...,n, are independent, identically distributed 
random variables with zero mean and variance a . Also it is assumed that e^ is 
independent of Xj for all t and j. The parameter of interest is the p-dimensional vector 
fi eB where B is an open and convex subset of IR^. 
We desire to estimate when cris an unknown scale parameter. That is, it is 
desired to estimate the parameter p in the presence of a nuisance parameter. It is well 
known that the method of least squares leads to a non—robust estimator of p. The least 
squares estimator is optimal when e^'s are normally distributed but the efficiency for 
non—normal distributions may be arbitrarily low. 
Huber (1973) proposed to compute the weighted least—squares estimate with 
weight 
w^ = min(l, k|ej~^) 
where e^. = Y^—X^^ and k is a positive constant. More generally Huber (1973) proposed 
the M-estimator, where the M-estimator is the value of P given by 
_-l 
min E p[(Y,-X,^£r~^] (2.2.23) 
P t=l ^ ^ 
for some function p : IR « R"*". 
If iP{t) = p (r) exists, the M-estimator satisfies 
^ -li E ^[(Y^-X^T^)OX^ = 0. (2.2.24) 
t—1 
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Equation (2.2.24) can be treated as the "Normal equation" for the M-estimator. Note 
n 
that the least squares estimator is defined by the function /?(r) = r /2 ( or = r) 
and the Huber type estimator can be obtained by putting ip{x) = = r min(l, 
k|r 1""^). Also note that the M—estimator is the maximum likelihood estimator when 
the e^ is distributed according to a distribution with density proportional to 
exp(-/)(e^)). 
In the problem of estimating P the unknown scale parameter is a nuisance 
parameter. If we can obtain a consistent and robust estimator of a independent of 
Zj^,Z2,...,Z^, then without loss of generality, we can assume c known and equal to 1. 
Then the estimation problem becomes that of solving, 
= 0 (2.2.25) 
forT 
n. 
Several authors, including Maronna et al. (1981), showed that this type of 
M-estimation may not yield qualitative robustness in the sense that the resulting 
estimator may have arbitrarily large asymptotic bias when the actual model is slightly 
different from (2.2.22). That is, this approach to M-estimation is recommended only if 
we have absolute faith in the model specification (2.2.22). Several attempts have been 
made to circumvent this flaw and Hampel et al. (1986), Chapter 6, summarizes most of 
these approaches. We will use the terminology generalized M-estimator to identify the 
modified M-estimator. This terminology is borrowed from Marronna, Bustos and 
Yohai (1979). The main idea of the generalized M-estimation approach is to reduce 
the asymptotic bias in the estimator, even if the model is only approximately satisfied. 
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A generalized M—estimator for the classical regression model is the implicit 
solution of 
Ê (Yj-XtTJlxJ = 0 (2.2.26) 
where rj : 1IR satisfies 
Al. T}{x,.) is continuous on R — C(x;7/) for all x e R^, where C(x;77) is a finite 
set, and at each point of C(x;77), r/(x,.) has finite left and right limits. 
A2. ri{x,.) is odd and 7j(x,r) > 0 for all x e R^, r e R"^. 
A3. 7j (x,r) = •^[7/(x,r)] exists at all points where rj{x,.) is continuous except 
for a finite set D(x,7/). 
A4. M = E[;7 {X,Y—Xff)X X] exists and is nonsingular. 
A5. Q = E['rf^{X,Y—X0)X X] exists and is nonsingular. 
There have been several proposals for choosing rj. All of these proposals for t} can be 
written in the form 
jj(x,r) = w(x)^[v(x)r] (2.2.27) 
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for an appropriate function ip : » K and weight functions w: IR^ » IR"^ and v : 
rP , (R+. 
Then the functional T(F) corresponding to the M-estimator is the implicit 
solution of 
f 7?[X, Y-XT(F)]x'dF(Z) = 0 
and the influence function is 
IF[Z; T,F] = 7?[X, Y-XT(F)]M(77,F)"^X' , (2.2.28) 
where M(77,F) is defined, as in A4, 
M(77,F) = / 7/'[X, Y-XT(F)]x'xdF(Z). 
Maronna and Yohai (1981) show that the generalized M-estimators exist, and 
are consistent and asymptotically normal with asymptotic covariance matrix V(T,F), 
where 
V(T,F) = f IF[Z; T,F]IF[Z; T,F]'dF(Z) 
and 
Q(^.F) = f i)^[X,Y-XT{F)]x'xdP(Z). 
(2.2.29) 
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The gross error sensitivity for T at F is , 
GES(T,F) = sup 177[X,Y-XT(F)]||1M~^X11. 
Z 
For the classical regression model with normal errors Ronchetti and Rousseeuw 
(1985) show that the gross error sensitivity of T at F is such that 
GES(T,F) > p(7r/2)^/^(E|jxlir^. (2.2.30) 
If E(X X||X|1"~^) is a scalar matrix then 7?(x,r) = sign(r)||x||~^ reaches this lower 
bound. Thus the generalized M-estimator with 7;(x,r) = sign(r)||x||~^ is the most 
B—robust estimator. In the case p=l (that is the univariate regression through the 
origin) the most B-robust estimator has a closed form solution and it is given by 
T^ = median{Y^/X^; t=l,2,...,n}. 
* 
The most B—robust estimator T^ is also known as Krasker's estimate due to his paper 
Krasker (1980). Krasker (1980) also shows the existence of a function rj which 
minimizes the trace of V(T,F) with a sufficiently large bound c on GES(T,F) is defined 
by the function 
7y(x,r) = ||Ax|| %(r||Ax||), (2.2.31) 
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where Vjj(-) is the Huber's function defined in (2.2.14) and A is defined as 
A-l = E(^(i||A||j;'x) = E[{2$(k/||A|1) - l}x'x], (2.2.32) 
$ is the standard normal cumulative distribution function and k is a constant. When k 
is large enough, a solution for A in (2.2.32) exists and (2.2.31) yields an estimator 
which minimizes the trace of V(T,F) and GES(T,F) is bounded above. Krasker (1980) 
established the existence of solutions to this optimality problem for large k but does 
not indicate how large k must be. 
In practice, we need to estimate the scale parameter c along with the slope 
vector p. A common practice among applied researchers is to plug in an estimate of a. 
After the 1972 Princeton studv on robust estimation (see Andrews et al. (1974)) the 
median absolute deviation emerged as the popular choice for the scale. The median of 
I , t=l,2,...,n, multiplied by an appropriate constant firom the previous 
iteration is used as the scale value on the present iteration. The starting value is 
usually an easy to compute robust estimator such as an estimator. No theoretical 
proof of convergence exists in literature, but empirical evidences are encouraging. See 
Rousseeuw and Leroy (1987) for details on many algorithms in robust regression. 
Huber (1973) proposed a simultaneous system of nonlinear equations for 0 = 
{P ,a) . Huber's system is 
(2.2.33) 
and 
(n-p)-l s 7 (2.2.34) 
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where ^ is defined in (2.2.14) and 7 is such that 
7 = E['0(e)^] and e ~ N(0,1). 
No convergence proof of simultaneous iteration was given by Huber (1973). We can 
replace by a more general function and several authors have suggested many 
generalized M-estimation procedure for the regression problem. Maronna and Yohai 
(1981) unified all the procedures and defined a generalized M-estimation for the 
regression problem as the solution to the system of equations 
n 
S 7j(X,,r,) = 0 (2.2.35) 
t=l ^ ^ 
2 x(|rJ) = 0 (2.2.36) 
t=l ^ 
where r? : x K > R, % :R » R, r^ = (Y^.—X^T^)s^^ and (T^,s^) is the implicit 
solution of (2.2.35) and (2.2.36) for 9 = {P ,a) such that, the following assumptions 
B1-B7 hold. 
Bl. For each x, T]{X,.)  is odd and uniformly continuous, and 7y(x,r) > 0 for r > 
0. 
B2. The function r~^77(x,r) is nondecreasing for r > 0 and there exists Tq > 0 
such that rQ^r;(x,rQ) > 0 for all x. 
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B3. X is nondecreasing, continuous, bounded, %(0) = —1, %(-)-m) = b and a, b 
elR+. 
B4. X is strictly increasing in the interval {x; x(x) < b}. 
B5. E[sup ||x7;(x,r)||] < m. 
r 
B6. Sup { P(x/3 = 0) : ^  f 0)} < %(rQ)/(a+x(rQ)) 
B7. Sup { P(aY+X/3 = 0) : a 0 e\sP, \ a\ + \\0\\ #0} < b/(a+b). 
Maronna and Yohai (1981) showed that the system (2.2.35)—(2.2.36) has a solution. 
Also they showed that if this system has a unique solution 9q = {0q,<^q) and if any 
sequence of estimators (^^,s^) satisfies 
lim n 7j(X.,rJX. = 0 a.s. 
n-»oD t=l Ï Ï Ï 
and 
S %(|rj) = 0 
t=l ^ 
where r^ = (Y^ 
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= (/Îq-^o^ a.s. 
n—too 
In the proof , Maronna and Yohai (1981) used consistency results found in Huber 
(1967) 
2.3 Robust Estimation in Measurement Error Models with no Equation Error 
Consider a measurement error model with no equation error 
t=l,2,...,n, (2.3.1) 
(Yt,Xj) = + (e,,u,), 
where = (y^,Xj.) is the true (k+l)-dimensional row vector, = (Y^,X^) is the 
observed vector and a^ = (e^,u^) is the measurement error vector. Assume that the 
variance matrix of the measurement errors is known up to a constant. Then we can 
acL 
n 
res cale the observations such that = a I for some a > 0. Note that model (2.3.1) 
aa ^ ' 
may include an intercept term by including an one as the first entry of each and a 
zero as the first entry of u^ for all t=l,2,...,n. When the underlying joint distribution is 
multivariate normal then the maximum likelihood estimator of 0^ is obtained by 





over /?. See Theorem 2.3.1 and in particular equation (2.3.11) of Fuller (1987) or 
Lindley (1947) or Madansky (1959). The orthogonal regression M estimator is 
obtained by minimizing the sum of the weighted statistical distances defined by 
Q(ftZj,Z2 Z„) = S (2.3.3) 
where s = s(^;Z^,Z2,...,Z^) is an estimate of the orthogonal scale, and p is some loss 
function such that p{.) is continuous, nonnegative and nondecreasing on IR"^. The loss 
function p is designed to downweight large orthogonal deviations from the regression 
plane. Note that the quantity (2.3.2) is a special case of the quantity (2.3.3) when 
p{i) = r and s=l. Following Huber's (1981, p. 109) approach for the estimation of 
robust scale, Zamar (1989) suggested solving the following equation for the scale, s, 
n-^S x[(Y.-Xj9)(l+^ = a, (2.3.4) 
t = l ^ ^ 
where x(r) is even, continuous, and nondecreasing on K*^, x(0) = 0, the limit of 
%(r) = 1 as r > œ , a = E[%(e)] and, e is a standard normal random variable. The s 
obtained as the solution to (2.3.4) is plugged into (2.3.3) to solve for ^ iteratively. 
Zamar (1989) provided an algorithm to solve (2.3.3) and (2.3.4). The following two 
theorems are due to Zamar (1985, 1989). 
Theorem 2.3.1: Let Z^, t=l,2,...,n, be independent, identically distributed random 
(k+1)—vectors with common distribution F. Assume that 
(i) p{.) is continuous, nonnegative and nondecreasing on [0,m), 
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(ii) there exists 0 < o" < œ, and an estimator s^ such that s^ » a almost 
surely [F] as n » m, 
* 
(ill) there exists a k-dimensional vector 0 which uniquely minimizes the 
quantity Ep[/o[(Y^-Xj^(l+^ among all 
Q„ = inf n-ls #.[(Y.-X,«(l+y«-l/2o--^]. 
^ /3 t=l ^ ^ 
If an estimator satisfies 
then 
n-lï .0 a.s.[Pl 
iff a.s.[F]. 
Proof: See Zamar (1985). 
Theorem 2.3.2: Suppose Z^, t=l,2,...,n are as in Theorem 2.3.1 and the model (2.3.1) 
holds. Also the assumptions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2.3.1 are true. Assume that 
(i) the distribution of the measurement error a^ is spherically symmetric, 
(ii) the density, f, of w^—is unimodal and continuous, 




where fiis defined in Theorem 2.3.1. 
Proof: See Zamar (1985). • 
Now consider the model (2.3.1) with no intercept and k=l, and assume that 
E[Z^] = 0. Furthermore we assume (x^,Uj,w^), t=l,2,..n, to be independent, identically 
distributed random variables with known. Then, without loss of generality, we set 
^aa ~ ^ Assume p{.) has a derivative ^.). Then the M-estimator of P with respect to 
the loss function p is given by 
and the M-estimator /? satisfies the equation 
S Vk(i9)]w,(i9) = 0 






The Generalized M-estimator of P is obtained by replacing i^[v(/?)]w(^) by 
2 . 
another function 7;[w(/3),v(^)]w()9) in (2.3.5) where 7^:01 4R is defined in Section 
2.2.5. The functional form of the GM-estimator of /?, namely, /?(F), is given by 
j»)(w(/3(P)),v(/3(F))lwWF))dF(Z) = 0, (2.3.7) 
where F is the bivariate normal distribution of the data Z^, t=l,2,....,n. Cheng and 
Van Ness (1992) showed that the estimating equation (2.3.7) is Fisher consistent . 
Following Huber (1981, p.45) the influence function of /3(F) is 
IP(Z;AF) = M-1(,,F),[w(/3(F)),VMF))JW(/3(F)), (2.3.8) 
where 
M(77,F) = - |^[77{w(r),v(r)}w(r)]j.^^^p,^dF(Z). (2.3.9) 
Under certain regularity conditions, and by Maromia and Yohai (1981) and Huber 
(1967) , it can be shown that if (2.3.7) has a unique solution then this estimator is 
strongly consistent and asymptotically normal with asymptotic variance 
V(/?,F) = jlF2(Z;/?,F)dF(Z) 
= M-2(,7,F)|772[w(^(F)),v(/3(F))]w2(/3(F))dF(Z). (2.3.10) 
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Cheng and Van Ness (1992) obtained a lower bound for the gross error sensitivity 
(GES, defined in Section 2.2.3) and the standardized GES, and they showed that the 
lower bound can be achieved for the function 
7/(w,v) = sign(v)/1 w I. (2.3.11) 
That is, the function (2.3.11) substituted in (2.3.7) gives the most B—robust estimator 
for this problem. This result is known for the simple regression case, see Ronchetti and 
Rousseeuw (1985), and a closed form solution also exists. See also Krasker (1980). But 
closed form solution for the simple measurement error problem with the rj function 
defined in (2.3.11) does not exist. Also Cheng and Van Ness (1992) claim to have 
solved Hampel's optimality problem. That is, given an upper bound on the GES there 
exists a function rj such that the asymptotic variance (2.3.10) has a minimum. Cheng 
and Van Ness's (1992) solution for the function r] depends on the true unknown /3. The 
consistency and the problem of multiple roots for the estimating equation are left 
unanswered. See Yohai and Zamar (1990) for a criticism of Cheng and Van Ness 
(1990). The methods of Zamar (1989) and Cheng and Van Ness (1990, 1992) are not 
appropriate for the measurement error model with equation error. 
2.4 Robust Estimation in Measurement Error Models with Equation Error 
The only notable work on the robustness issue for the measurement error model 
with equation error is found in Carroll and G alio (1982). Consider a functional model 
with replications, 
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= x^/3° + q^, t=l,2,...,n, (2.4.1) 
Yti = yt + Wti, i=l,2,...,mp (2.4.2) 
X|,' — 4" i~l)2,...jni2) (2.4.3) 
-1^ ' 
where x. is fixed, n S x.x. » is positive definite, and {w. •} and V ^ ^ 2 " w XX XX ui 
{u^.} are two sets of independent identically distributed random variables with mean 
zero and unknown variance and respectively. The replications are used to 
estimate namely, 
1 n ®2 
^UU = P(m2-l)»r s (Xti-X,) (X,J-X,), (2.4.4) 
t=l 1=1 
in 
where X. = n SX... Note that S,„, is independent of X., t=l,2,...,n, when the u.'s t  2^^  v l  1111  u  u  
are normally distributed. A method of moments estimator similar to (2.1.6) is 
& = [n-Jï Y,X/1. (2.4.5) 
t=l t=l 
If a modification similar to (2.1.10) is done for (2.4.5), and the modified method 
moments estimator is denoted by . 
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Consider the quantity 
Q„(« = (2.4.6) 
where c = 2inj^m2(m2—1) and E-jj is the triple summation : i=l,2,...,n, j=l,2,...,mp 
k,l=l,2,...,m2 and k#l. It can be shown that with further assumptions on the higher 
order moments on the measurement error , equation error and the true x's, 
Q„(« ' + 'gq + (2.4 7) 
almost surely, uniformly in p. Note that, the limiting quantity in (2.4.7) has a 
minimum at Hence it is natural to minimize the quantity over p. Setting the 
derivative of to zero we get 
+ (Yjj - = 0. (2.4.8) 
By direct substitution one can show that , given in (2.4.5), is the unique solution 
to (2.4.8). Therefore it is natural to use a score function ip in (2.4.8) and consider 
solving the equation 
+ «Yy-Xii«s:i]Xik} = o 
(2.4.9) 
where Sj is an estimate of the scale for the deviation Y.j — or Y- — For the 
special case Sj = 1, Carroll and G alio (1982) proved that the solution P of (2.4.9) is 
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consistent and has a normal distribution in the limit. Also P behaved better than 
in the presence of extreme observations. 
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3. ROBUST REGRESSION 
In Section 3.1 we describe the robust regression as a nonlinear estimation 
problem and, we establish the existence of a consistent estimator of the slope. In 
Section 3.2 we derive the asymptotic distribution of the robust estimators of the 
regression coefficients and regression mean squared error. In Section 3.3 we establish 
the joint asymptotic distribution of the robust estimators of the parameters of the two 
regression lines. In Section 3.4 we describe the necessary modifications for our 
estimators to be robust against multiple outliers. 
3.1 Robust Regression as a Nonlinear Estimation Problem 
Consider the classical regression model 
where (Y^, X^), t = 1, 2, ..., n, is a sequence of independent, identically distributed 
bivariate random variables with eighth moments, t = 1, 2, ..., n, is a sequence of 
independent, identically distributed random variables with zero mean, and variance 
Yt = To + X,7Î + (3.1.1) 
denoted by We assume that ^ is independent of Xj for all t and j. Also, we 
assume that 7° = (7^, 7^)' lies in the interior of a compact subset of (R^, denoted by 
0. Let = (Y^,X^), /fg = E[Z^] = and the variance of Z^ is 
(3.1.2) 
We assume that > 0 . 
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It is well known that the classical least squares estimator of 7 is consistent and 
has a number of optimal properties. Several approaches have been proposed for 
obtaining a robust estimator of 7. Extensive treatment of this subject is available in 
Huber (1981), Hampel et al. (1986), and Rouseuw et al. (1987). We propose a simple 
robust estimation scheme following that work. Define 
Qj7) = n-ls g[StJ(7)4(7)l^(7). (3.1.3) 
t—1 
where 
«tJ?) = (n-l) ' Ï 4(7)-4(7) 
,j=l •' (3.1.4) 
V7)= ' ^ t -7o -Xt7p  
and the function g has continuous first and second derivatives. The ratio is 
maximum when corresponds to the biggest deviation from the model. Note that Q 
* 
is a continuous random function over a compact set 0 and, hence, there exists a 7 
in 0 such that 
Q(7*) = infQ(7). 
760 
We take as our estimator of 7® the value of 7 that minimizes (3.1.3). The role of 
g(.) is to reduce the effect of large values of If g(.) is identically equal to one, we 
obtain the ordinary least squares estimator. 
Differentiating (3.1.3) with respect to 7 and setting the derivative equal to 
zero, we get the estimating equations for 7, 
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n 
= 0, (3.1.5) 
where = ^t^l' 
Wt(7) = g(dt) + djg'(dj) - (n - 1) ^ 
4 = 44 = hlo^t - - ^t'^i)' 








n -1 n 
(3.1.8) 
where 
(Y„, XJ . 
n 
S w. 
t=l ^ ' ,!i (3.1.9) 
One can construct an estimator of cr^ firom the residuals of the regression of Y 
on X defined by (3.1.7) and (3.1.8). Let 
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n (3.1.10) 
where h(*) is a weight function such that plim The function h is a weight 
function with properties similar to those of g. 
Minimization of the quantity (3.1.3) is a nonlinear estimation problem. The 
following theorem gives the existence of a strongly consistent sequence of estimators for 
7°. The conditions of the theorem differ from those of model (3.1.1) used in our 
introduction. 
Theorem 3.1.1. Let = (Y^, X^), t = 1, 2, ..., n be a sequence of independent, 
identically distributed (k + 1)—dimensional random variables with zero mean and 
finite second moments, and 2^ = Var(X^) positive definite. Assume that, for some 
7° in the interior of B, where 0 is a compact subset of K^, 
where ^ is independent of X^. Let ^^(7) = Y^-X^7 and let g(*) be a nonnegative 
differentiable weight function with the properties: 
= X^7° + ^, t = 1, 2, ..., n. (3.1.11) 
n (i) g'(r)r is bounded for aU real r, 
(ii) n~^ i;^^jg[£r^^(7)^(7)1^(7)7) a.s. uniformly in 7, 
where g'(r) is the derivative of g(r) and «^^7) = £[^(7)]. Let 
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where = (n — 1) —1 
n 
.S^4(7)-4(7) 
Assume that there exists N such that for all n > N and «y e 8, > 0 almost 
surely for t = 1, 2, n. Then for all n > N there exists a random variable 7 that 
minimizes almost surely, and 7—» 7^ almost surely as n -t m. 
Proof. For n > N, the random function Q^(7) is continuous over the compact set B 
almost surely. Then by Lemma 2.1 of Gallant and White (1988) there exists a sequence 
of random variables 7 such that for n > N, Q (7) = inf Q(7), almost surely. Let 
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Q^(7) = Ï gl°^^5(7)4C7)l4(T)-
For every 7 e 0, one can consider g[s^J(7)^(7)]^(7) as a function of s^^(7) and 
^^(7). By assumption (i), we can expand g[s^J(7)^(7)]^(7) as a function of 8^(7) 
by a Taylor series around s^^(7) = cr^i) for every fixed 7. Therefore, for every 
fixed 7, 
and 
Qii(7) = Qn(7) -n ^ (3.1.12) 
* 
almost surely for some s^^ lying on the line segment connecting s^^ and where 
the dependence on 7 is suppressed. Note that 
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Stt('y) - (^^7) = ^^7) - - (n - 1) ^^(7), (3.1.13) 
where 
UT) = {» - ir' s A7). (3.1.14) 
" t=l ^ 
Also, 
4 ( 7 )  =  ( Y t  - =  Y ?  -  2 Y , X , 7  +  ( X ( 7 ) ^ .  
2 For fixed 768, E(Y^ — X^7) exists, since the second moments of are finite. 
Because £[^(7)] is a continuous function of 7 6 0, and because 0 is a compact 
subset of K^, 
Sup E[^(7)] < CD. 
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The random variables ^^(7), t = 1, 2, n are independently and identically 
dist r i bu ted  fo r  a  f ixed  7 .  The  second  momen t s  a r e  bounded  func t ions  o f  7  fo r  760 .  
Then, by the strong law of large numbers [See Theorem 5.1.4 of Chung (1974).], 
n"' S ài) - Elà7)l 
t = l ^ ^ 
almost surely uniformly in 7 as n -* m. Then 5-^7) — 0-^7) —» 0 almost surely 
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uniformly in 7 as n -» m. Now, by assumption (i), (3.1.13), and by the triangle 
inequality. 
<k |&^7) - (^^7 ) l  +k (n - l )  -1 n-l S (^7) 
t = l 
(3.1.15) 
almost surely, for some 0 < k < m. The right hand side of (3.1.15) goes to zero almost 
* 
surely uniformly in 768. Therefore, by (3.1.12), Q^(7) — Qj^(7)-• 0 almost surely 
uniformly in 7. We have 
Qn('y) - = Qn(7) - Qn(7) + Qn(7) - <^^7). 
* 
and Q^(7) — 0-^7) -* 0 almost surely uniformly in 7 by assumption (ii). Hence, 
Qn(7) - (T^7) -» 0 a.s. uniformly in 7. (3.1.16) 
Because ^|.(7) = ^-Xj(7-7®), 
y'X) = + (7- 7°)\x('^- (3.1.17) 
where 2^ = E[X^X|.]. Since 2^ is a positive definite matrix, for any e > 0, 
inf k^7) - 0-^7 )] > 0. 
Ir7"l>« 
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Therefore, the random function Q^(7)> converges to the nonrandom function o"^7), 
and has a unique minimum at 7°. Hence, the conditions of Lemma 5.5.2 of 
Fuller (1992) are satisfied and 7 converges to 7° almost surely. 
• 
We describe a function §(•) that satisfies Theorem 3.1.1. 
Example 3.1.1: Let 
(Xj, Ç ~ Ni(o, y, 
t = 1, 2,n and let 7° = 1 for model {3.1.11). Then, for any 7 c K, 
and ^^(7) ~ NI(0, cr^7)), where = 1 + ( 7 -  1)^- Also, 
Consider the function. 
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1 
i'W) = • i-f 9 < < 16, 
24 > 16 
. 5(1^ - 9) 
and k = 1.03. 
It can be shown that 
E[g(et)et =1 for all 7 e K, 
and g satisfies assumption (i). •• 
Theorem 3.1.1 holds for with zero mean. Adjustments to the quantity 
Q^(7) in (3.1.3) are required if has a nonzero mean. 
Theorem 3.1,2: Let = (Y^, X^), t=l, 2, ..., n be a sequence of independent, 
identically distributed (k+1)—dimensional random variables with mean 
= (/iy, fi^), finite eighth moments, and = Var(X^) positive definite. 
Assume 
Yt = 75 + X^7Î + t=l, 2, ..., n (3.1.18) 
for some 7= (7^, 7^)' in the interior of 8, where 0 is a compact subset of and 
i? is independent of X. for all t and j. Assume that there exists a sequence of 
^ J 
estimators ^ = (Jly, such that 
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(i) ^ —» /jg almost surely. 
Let g( • ) be a nonnegative differentiable weight function such that 
(ii) g'(r)r is bounded for all real r, 
(iii) n~^ S g[<^^J(7i)^(7i)]^(7i) — a.s. uniformly in 7^, 
t—1 
where g'(r) is the derivative of g(r), ^^(7^) = - /iy - (X^ - /i^)7p and 
a^7l) = E[^(7I)]. Assume that for all 7^8, ^^.(7]^) is distributed symmetrically 
around its mean. Let 
n 








Assume that there exists N and K < m such that for n > N, 
(iv) E{((n - 1)-! S (Yj - 7o - XjTj) < K 
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for all TT 6 8. 
Then for every n > N, there exists a random variable 7 that minimizes Q^('y) 
almost surely, and 7—• 7° almost surely as n-tm. 
Proof: The existence of 7 is established in Theorem 3.2.1. Consider 
n ^ S 2^(7^) = n ^ E ^i^i)-^[Py~ ^ ^ 
t —1 t —1 
+ - (Ax - ^)Ti]^' 
where 
^t(Ti) = ^('^1) ~ - M - (Ax - t^hil 
The ^^(7-j^) are independent and identically distributed random variables for t=l, 2, 
..., n with zero mean and finite second moment that is a bounded function of 7^^. By 
assumption (i) and by the strong law of large numbers 
n~^ S 2?(7,)—n~^ S ^(7,)—>0 a.s. uniformly in 7,, (3.1.20) 
t=l ® ^ t=l 
and 
n~^ S ^(7]^)—' a s. uniformly in 7^^. (3.1.21) 
For any fixed 7 e 8, consider the random function 
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* * * 
By assumption (ii), for every fixed 7 6 0, there exists (/ty, s^^) on the line 
segment joining (^, 8^^.(7^)) and {ny, 0-^71)) such that 
^ ^ ( A Y " ^ t t )  -  g [ < T ^ J ( 7 i ) 4 ( T l ) ]  S i z J z ^ s ^ J s ^ ^  
,r*2i*-l=5 /-
(n -1) -1 s ?f(7i)-î?(7i) 
J—^ 
- y 7i) 
-2g'[z^]z^s^l^^{lly - My - (Mx - /:x)7i} (3.1.22) 
almost surely, where 
4 = 
and 
L=("  -1 )  ^  
p -
^t ~ ®tt^f 
i=l ^ ^ 
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Now, from (3.1.22) and (3.1.19), 
n 
Q„(7) - •'"\S^6[4(TI)<?(7i)1(YI - 7„ - X,7i)= 
\-l S ~,2, (n -  i r  E -  ^^ 7 i )  n -1  S  6 l^? l î ?S t î (Y ,  -  Vg-X,? /  
t = l t = l 
+ (n - 1) ^n ^^S^6'[z?]z?s^}^J(7j)(Y^ - 7q -
- ^{Py -/v)^ 6'~ '^0 ~ 
t—1 
+  2 ( %  -  " x ) " " ' -  T o  -  X , 7 i ) ^ .  
(3.1.23) 
From assumption (i), (3.1.20), (3.1.21), and the moment assumptions, the right side of 
(3.1.23) goes to zero almost surely. 
By rearrangement, one can obtain 
(Y^ - 7o - Xj7i)^ = 4(7i) - 2«(7)<t(7i) + [«(7)!^, (3.1.24) 
where 
^(7) = (1, 
Since is an odd function of ^^(7^) and ^^.(7^) is distributed 
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symmetrically around its mean E[^^(7j^)] = 0, 
n~^ E g[o-^J{7i)^(7i)Kt(7i)—»0 a.s. (3.1.25) 
Hence, by assumption (iii), 
n~^ E - yQ-^t'Tif —* + [<y(7)]^E{g[a-^J(7^)^(7^)]}, 
(3.1.26) 
almost surely. From (3.1.17), we get 
= (?! - 7°)'Sxx('yi " Tp- (3.1.27) 
Since is a positive definite matrix, the right hand side of (3.1.27) has a unique 
minimum at 7=7°. Now, g(') is nonnegative and E{g[£r^^(7j)^(7j)]} is 
positive.The function ^(7) is zero for 7=7® and is nonnegative otherwise. 
Therefore, (3.1.26) has a unique minimum at 7 = 7 " .  The desired results follow from 
T h e o r e m  3 . 1 . 1 .  0  
3.2. Asymptotic Distribution of the Robust Regression Estimators 
We first establish some lemmas used in obtaining the limiting distribution of 
the robust estimators. 
Lemma 3.2.1: Let (Y^, X^), t = 1, 2, ..., n be a sequence of independent, identically 
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distributed (k + l)-dimensional random variables with zero mean and finite second 
moments. Let t = 1, 2,n be the sequence of independent normal random 
.0 fJL variables with zero mean and variance equal to crL such that 
Y, = V+<» 
holds for some 7° lying in the interior of a compact subset, 0, of IR . Assume that 
â is independent of X. for all t and j. Let g:IR —» R"*" be a weight function that: 
t J 
(i) is continuous, symmetric about zero and nonincreasing on the positive axis. 
t 2 / 2 ' ' (ii) has the property that g(r), rg (r), r g (r), and r g (r) are bounded. 
Let 
y7) = (n-l) -1 S ^(7)-4(7) 




Q (7) = S g[d2(7)]4(7). 
" t = l  
Assume that there exists an N such that for all n>N and «y e 8,8^(7) > 0 almost 
surely for t = 1, 2, ..., n. Then 
nl/2u^(y) N(0, (3.2,1) 
where 
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U^(7) = (3.2.2) 
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b = E[e2{v(e2)}2), (3.2.3) 
e is standard normal random variable, ^r) = g(r) + g'(r)r — a^ and 
a^ = E[g'(e^)e^] and = Var(X^). 
Proof: Recall that 
where 
y 7) = 
Since ^^(7) has second moments for all 7 e 0, 
^^7) - = Op(n"^^^), (3.2.5) 
and 
Stt(7) - = Op(n~^^^)- (3.2.6) 
Then 
d?(7)-Zt(7) = -Su(7)zt(7)[Stt(7W^7)]. 




+ 2 -1  ^n ^ S ^X, 
t=l ^ ^ 
(n-l)-' E S'(dl)é 
t = l ^ ^ 
-2(n-irV s g'{d2)4<jx;. (3.2.8) 
We will suppress the dependency on 7 in all quantities involving 7. All the functions 
involving 7 will be evaluated at 7=7° until the end of this proof. When 7 = 7°, 
= is a standard normal random variable and is a normal random variable. 
Since and have second moments and are independent of each other, 
E(<jXj) = 0 and E|KjX(|| < [E(4)E||XJ|Y'^ < 
Therefore, 
n-l S < x; = O (n-1/2). 
t=l^ ^ P 
(3.2.9) 
Now, consider the expansion of n ^S^_j6'(dj)d^ at 
n-lj^g'(dj)dj = n-lj^g'(z^)4 + n-lj^[2dfg'{d2) + g" (d^)d^](d^ -
*2 2 2 for some lying on the line segment connecting and z^. From assumption (ii), 
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2rg'(r) + r g" (r) is a bounded function. That is, there exists a k such that 
0 < k < CD and 
S g'(df)4-n-l Î g'(2j)zj 
t=l ^ ^ t = l ^ ^ 
<kn-^ S IdJ-Z ^i 
t=l 
Now, ùom (3.2.5), (3.2.7), and by the triangle inequality, 
n-lji|d2-.2| 
n 
- (<r^) ^n ^^^^^t'®tt 
n-1 S d2 
t=l ^ 
+ (n-l)-^n-^ S zhl 
t=l ' ^ 
The random variable is normal and the random variable s^^ is a chi—squared 
2 2 2 
random variable for randomly chosen t. That is, the random variables d^ and z^d^ 
have finite moments when n is sufficiently large, it follows that 
n-l S dj = 0 (1) 
t  =  l  ^ P 
and 
n-l Ï ^d^ = 0 (1). 
t=l ^ ^ P 
(3.2.10) 
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Then, since Op(n we have 
n-1 E g'iàhé = n-1 S g'izhzl + 0 (n'I/^). (3.2.11) 
t=l  '  ^ t=l  P 
2 4 Because g'(z^)z^ are independent, identically distributed random variables with a^ 
2 4 
= E[g'(z^)zj] and second moments, 
Hence by (3.2.11), 
n-l S g'(d?)4 = a, + OJtr^/\ (3.2.12) 
t=l ^ ^ ^ P 
2 4 ' Now, consider the random variable g'(d^)d^^^X^. For n sufficiently large, 
the inverse moments of the chi—squared random variable exist and inverse moments of 
s^^ exists. That is, 
E||g'{d2)dJ<jXjl| < . 
and 
s S'(d^)(l%x, = Op(n-l). (3.2.13) 
By (3.2.8), (3.2.9), (3.2.12), and (3.2.13), we get 
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+ S'(4)4 -
t=l  ^ 
= -2n-l ° • - '--1 ï^»<dJ)<,X( + Op(n-^), (3.2.14) 
2 2 2 
where yi(r) = g(r) + g(r)'r — We can expand y;(d^) around d^ = z^, to obtain, 
^d^) = ¥<z^) + (3.2.15) 
where 
nit ~ ~®tM^ (^t), (3.2.16) 
*2 2 2 for some d^ lying on the line segment connecting and d^. This expansion is valid 
since yj(.) has bounded second derivatives. We rearrange the terms in (3.2.15) as 
V^dJ) = y(z^) - (n - l)~V'(zt)2t^t ~ 
- (n - l)~V'(zt) - + (0-^-
(3.2.17) 
2 2 *2 Also, by assumption (ii), ^'(z^) and ^'(z^) — are bounded almost surely. 





n-l s r(4)<i^?/jX; = n-1 s r(z?)4<tX; + Op(n-l/^), 
t=l 1 = 1 
(3.2.18) 
n-l s r(4>K{<jX; = + O (n-1/2) 
t —1 t— 1 
(3.2.19) 
n-l S [^'(zj) - r(.^)]44'tK = s [y'(^t) - »"(2?)14<A + Op(n-l/2) 
t —1 t—1 
(3.2.20) 
n-1 s [v.'(z2) - ».'(z2)]z2,;5<,x; = n-1 Ê b'(z2) - ^ '(:^ )|z^ <,x; + 0 (n-1/2) 
t=l t = l 
(3.2.21) 
m m: Il 
The random function ^'(z^)z^ , i = 0, 1, 2, ..., is an odd function of z^ and 
independent of X^. Then 
El^'(z2)zf+l] = 0. 
Also, 
E||lP'(zJ)zf+1X,|| < », 
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since the second moments of are finite, is a standard normal random variable 
and (p'{') is a bounded function. Therefore, from (3.2.18)—(3.2.21), 
n-'s = O (n-1/2), (3.2.22) 
t = l 
= °D'" (3223) 
t = l ^ 
= Op(l), (3.2.24) 
S W (2?) - f (3 2.25) 
Now from (3.2.14), (3.2.17), and (3.2.22) — (3.2.25), we get 
= -2n~|s^^[z2]^^X^ + Op(n"^) (3.2.26) 
0 
Now (p{z^)l^ is a odd function of is independent of X^. Therefore, 
EWzt)<tX{l = 0, 
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2 2 2 
where b = E[e {y?(e )} ] and e is a standard normal random variable. 
9 
Now, t=l,2,...n, are identically distributed random variables with 
O 






The distribution result (3.2.1) follows by the central limit theorem. 
• 
Lemma 3.2.2: Let (Y^, Xj.), t = 1, 2, ..., n, be independent, identically distributed 
(k + l)-dimensional random variables with zero mean and finite eighth moments. Let 
t = 1, 2,..., n be the sequence of independent normal random variables such that 
= X^V + ^ (3.2.27) 
holds for some 7° lying in a compact subset, B, of and assume that is 
independent of Xj for all t and j. Let g be a weight function satsifying the 
conditions of Lemma 3.2.1 . Let 
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4(7) = Yt-Xt7, 
Stt(7) = (n - 1) -1 
1=1 
and 
Q„(7) = Ï Ai\{ii]ài) 
^ t=l ^ ^ 
. / ^ ^ Qn('y) 
^n(T') - d ^ d r  '  
Assume that there exists an N such that for all n > N and 7 e 0, 84^(7) > 0 almost 
surely for t = 1, 2, ..., n. Then there exists a matrix function 6(7) such that 8(7) is 
continuous on 0, 8(7°) is a symmetric positive definitive matrix, and 
(i) plim[B^(7)-B(7)] = 0. 
n-*oD 
(ii) 8(7") — 2a£^^, 




Wj('l') = g(d() + g'(4)<lj -(n- 1) ^ h-(df)df-t(dX 
where = d^('y) = 8^^(7)^(7). Then, by differentiation, we get 
B^(7) = 2{B^i(7) + 8^2(7)}, 
where 
Bnl(7) = n-|s Wj{7)X;Xj, 
,n 5W.(7) 
Because the random variable ^^(7) has finite eighth moments for all 7 e 0, the 
arguments which lead to (3.2.12) are still valid. Therefore, by (3.2.12), 
Bni(7) = n"' S (K<it)x;X( + O (n-'/2), (3.2.28) 
t = l 
where y(r) = g(r) + g'(r)r — a^ and a^ = E[g'(z^)z^]. By similar arguments, we 
can establish that 
, n d(p(df) 1 /9 
Bn2(7) = n ^ S + O (n~^n. (3.2.29) 
t=l-







2 2 Now, by expanding d^ around z^, we can apply the same arguments as in Lemma 
3.2.1 to obtain 
Bni(7) = n-ls^z2)X;Xj + O^irT^I^ 
t — 1 
9 2 Note that is independent of ^(z^) when 7 = 7°, since y)(z^) is a function of ^^(7). 
0 
Also, y)(z^) is a continuous bounded function of ^^(7), i=l,2,...n, and the second 
2 
moments of (p{z^) and X^ exist. Therefore, 





a = E{^[z^(7°)]}, 
^ Var(X^). 
1 n ^y)(dj 1/9 
(3.2.30) 
Let 
G(r) = 2g (r) + rg (r). 
From the assumptions G(r), rG(r), G (r),and rG (r) are bounded. Now, 
By differentiation, 
n 








By using s^^ - (r^= Op(n we get 
1^ = -2Sjj^jXj - 2(n-l) + Op(n 
Now, since G(.) and G (.) are bounded functions, we have 
= -2G(z2)(,:l<.Xj + (n-ir^cr^5^Xj 
- 0 (n 1/^) 
By (3.2.31), the leading term on the right hand side of (3.2.30) is 
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1 » Màl) 
t=i t 
= 2n-\s G(Z2)4X;X, Ï G(Z2)X, + O (n-1/2). 
t = l t=l 
Hence, 
B^(7) = 2n-l ï G(Z2)z2X;Xj S G(Z2)XJ 
t=l t=i 
+ Op(n"^/2). (3.2.32) 
Now, note that when 75=7", 
Bj2(V) = 2E[G(e2)e2]Sxx + 
and hence 
plim B^(7°) = B = 2aEj^^, 
where 
a = a + 2E[G(e^)e^], 
* 2 
and e is a N(0,1) random variable. The quantity a = E[^ (e )], where e is a standard 
normal random variable, and 
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tp (r) = (p{x) + 2rG(r). 
* Also by assumption (ii) of Lemma 3.2.1, ^ is a bounded function. Let 
C„(7) = 2n-l J^G(z2)XJ 
+ 2a}{ir^ S G(z^)Z^X'.}M'.y f- t=l J J J 
G(Zj)Zj}. (3.2.33) 
* 
Note that C^(7) is a continuous function of 7, and that <p (.) and G(.) are bounded. 
Then, by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, ^[€^(7)] = B(j) exists. 
Furthermore, since the expectation is a linear operator, 6(7) is also a continuous 
function of 7, Therefore, plim[B^(7) — 8(7)] = 0 and the proof is complete. 
In the following theorem it is demonstrated that the robust estimators of the regression 
line with zero mean explanatory variables are distributed as normal in the limit. 
Theorem 3.2.1: Let (Y^, X^), t = 1, 2, ..., n be a sequence of independent, identically 
distributed (k + 1)—dimensional random variables with zero mean and finite eighth 
moments and, 2^ = Var(X^) is positive definite. Let t = 1, 2, ..., n, be a 
sequence of independent normal random variables independent of Xj for all t and j 
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such that the model holds for some 7° in the interior of a compact subset, 0, of IR^. 
Let g be a weight function such that the assumptions of Lemma 3.2.1 and Lemma 3.2.2 
hold. Let h be another weight function such that 
(i) h is nonincreasing, 
(ii) h is twice differentiable, 
(iii) has bounded first and second derivatives, 
2 2 (iv) for a normal random variable e, E[h(e )e ] = 1. 
Let 7 be an estimator of 7° that minimizes the quantity Qj^(7) almost surely and let 
Let 
4(t) = S(J(7)4(7) 
and 
Then, 
n iw N{0, Aj), 
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where 
h ~ (T"' 
fA. 
Ai = 77 
0 A 
\7=" —2, _o V —1 
A^ = cr^^E{h(e^)(h(e^)—2A)e'^} + 2A^ + 2A — 1], 
A = E[h'(e2)e^], 
(3.2.34) 
(3.2.35) 
and a, b are as in Lemma 3.2.2 and 3.2.1 respectively, and e is a standard normal 
random variable. 
Proof: The proof consists of three parts. First, we will establish that n^/^(7—7)-^^ 
N(0, A^^) . Second, we will establish that n^/^(ô-^-o-^)N(0, A^). Finally, we 
will establish that 7 and are asymptotically uncorrected. 
We can expand U^(7) in a Taylor series about 7°, for large n, almost surely. 
For a 7 on the line segment joining 7 and 7", we have 
7°) 
for large n, almost surely. By theorem 3.1.1 and Lemma 3.2.2 plim B (7) = B(7"). 
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Hence by Lemmas 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 we have 
nl/2(^_ Ju N{0, 
under model (3.1.1), where 
= a 
By Theorem 3.1.1, 7 converges to 7°, almost surely. Since h has continuous and 
bounded second derivatives, we can expand using a Taylor expansion around 
7=7". We have 
a-„=n-l s h[(d«)W + n-l Ï W(7-y) + 0 (n-l), 
" t = l ^ t = l P 
(3.2.36) 
where 
^ [h(d^)^] evaluated at 7 = 7°. 
Now until the end of the proof all terms are evaluated at 7°. The sample mean of 
is 
n~^ S W, = -2n"^ S H(d?)^,(l, X,) 




n"^ S h'(dj)dj 
t=l ^ ^ 




H(r) = h(r) + rh (r) + (n-1) ^r\ (r). 
(3.2.37) 
Now consider, 
h(d^)^ = h 





Note that is a standard normal random variable, is a consistent 
estimator of and 
n-1 S h'(z2)zJ = A + 0 (1.-1/2), 
t = l ^ ^ P 
(3.2.39) 
where 
A = E{h'(zj)zJ}. 
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Using the fact E(^^) = 0, = 0, and E||^^XJ| < œ we have 
( n - i r ^  S  4 , (1 ,  X j )  =  O (n -1 /2 ) ,  
i=l ^ 
and 
T w = y HM^un Y4. n n~^ S W,  -2n~^ E (d%(l, X,) + 0„(n~^/^). 
t=l ' t=l P 
2 2 2 Since h has bounded second derivative H(d^) can be expanded around d^ = and 
using the fact E[H(z^)^J = 0, E[H(z^)^^X^] = 0, and E||H(z^)^^Xj| < m, we can 
establish 
n-' Ï W, = 0 (n-1/2). 
t = l ^ P 
Hence, fcom (3.2.36) 
n 
Ô-^=n~^ S h(d^)^ + Op(n"b, (3.2.40) 
t —1 
Substituting (3.2.38) and (3.2.39) into (3.2.40), we get 
t = l ' " P 




The random variables z^{h{z^)—A}, t=l,2,...,n, are independent, identically 
distributed with mean 1—A and variance A^, where, 
(T^^E{h(z^)[h(Z|. )—2A]z^} + 2A + 2A — 1]. 
Hence, by the central limit theorem 
N(0, A^). 
Finally, we establish that 7 and are asymptotically uncorrelated. It 
suffices to prove that the leading terms of the expansions of n^/^(7— 7) and 
are uncorrelated. From Lemma 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, the leading term of 
( 7 -  7 ® )  is 
(3.2.42) 
The elements of (3.2.42) are odd functions of and the leading term in (3.2.41) is an 
even function of Since is a zero mean normal random variable independent of 
X^, the leading term in (3.2.41) and the terms in (3.2.42) are uncorrelated. 
• 
Theorem 3.2.1 holds for (Y^, X^) with zero mean. In light of Theorem 3.1.2, 
we can make some adjustments to the quantity, Q^(7), to be minimized, such that 
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Theorem 3.2.1 holds for sampling distributions with nonzero mean . The following 
lemma is the modified version of Lemma 3.2.1 for /ig 0. 
Lemma 3.2.3: Let = (Y^, X^), t = 1, 2, ..., n be a sequence of independent, 
identically distributed (k + 1)—dimensional random variables as defined in Theorem 
3.1.2. Let be a sequence normal random variables with mean zero and variance 
0-^ such that model (3.1.18) holds. Also, let g be the weight function defined in 
Lemma 3.2.1. Assume that there exists a sequence of estimators ^ = (^, such 
that 
(3.2.43) 




kj = E[g'(e^)«^|, 
kg = E[{g(e2)e - 2kj}2], 
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e is a standard normal random variable and b is defined in (3.2.3). 
Proof: Differentiating Q^(7) with respect to 7q and by (3.1.23), 
% = -2I.-1 S g[d2(7 )]< (7 ) + 2«(7)»-1 S g[â?(7i)l, 
^ ' 0  t = l  '  '  t = l  '  
where 
^(7) = (1./*x)('y~ T°)' 
dt(7i) - StJ(7i)^t(7i). 
Stt(7i) = (n-1) ^ |^2i(7/-2t(7i)^ 
Since g(*) has bounded second derivatives and ^ — /fg = ^^(n ^/^) by (3.2.43), 
we can expand 






Aj. = 2g'[d^(7^)][s^J^^ - - 1) ^ S - (n - 1) ^^J](-l, 7^). 
t —1 
Further simplification yields 
- /^)' = - 2[^ - My - - /^)7i]g'[4('yi)]Kt4 
+ (n —1) - (s^^^){(n — 1) (3.2.45) 
Since is normal, the moments of s^ and s^J exist for sufficiently large n, s^^ = 
Op(n"^/^j and s~J = + Op(n~^/^). Therefore, 
-2n-l S g[d2(7p]V7Î) 
t=l ^ ^ 
= -2n~^ S g[z^]^J + é[py. IJr^hllirT^ s g'(zj)zj} + Op(n~^) 
t—1 t —1 
= —2n ^ S^g[zj]f^ + 4k^[Y-/iY —(X —+ Op{n 
= -2n-l S {g[z2] - 2kj}<{ + O (n-1). (3.2.46) 
t—1 
(?) 
Evaluating •^- at 7 = 7 °  and from (3.2.46), we get 
oJq 
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= -2n-V2 J^{g(z2) - 2kj}<» + Op(n-l/2). (3.2.47) 
Differentiating Q^('y) with respect to 7^ we get 
ôQ_(7) . n 
1 ^ -9 o^d?(7,) 
+ n S g'[d^(7^)](Y^-7Q-X^7^) ^ . (3.2.48) 
t=l 1 
By the same algebra that led to (3.2.46), the first term of (3.2.48) evaluated at 7=7 is 
-2a-l S g[d2(7;)]< (7|)X ' =-2n-' Ï {e(zt)-2k^}<«,^ 
t=l t=l 
- 2ii-|Ï^g(z2)<«(X, -1^)' + Op(n-l) (3.2.49) 
By further differentiation, we obtain 
.-1^ 
n-^E ax.-;ix) 
i=l ^ ^ ^ 
+ Op(n-l). 
Also, by using - /i^ - (X - /i^) + 0 (n ^), we obtain, for 7 = 7°, 
•'~\!i'<t(Xt -ibc)' = ""\!/t°(Xt -"x) + Op(= 
and 
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n 5d^ n 
n-\s g1d?(7Î)l(Ç2j^7Î) = -2n-l S 6lz2]z2/«(Xj 
t = l '1 t=l 
+2[n-l Ê 6-(z2)4] 
.-1 = 
+2(X-^) n S g'(z^)z^,^ + Op(n ) 
= -2n-l S [g'(zj)zt - - /^)' + O (n '), (3.2.60) 
t = l 
where a^^ = E[g'(e^)e^] for e ~ N(0, 1). The second term of (3.2.48), evaluated at 
7 = 7°, is 
.M? , n „ „ôd? 
n-\Slg'[d?(7Î)l«,f^(7Î) = + Opt""')-
Therefore, by (3.2.48) — (3.2.50), 
,5Q 
(V) = -2.-1/2 jjs(z^) + _ aj]<J(Xj - Mx)' 
-2n-l/2 S [g(z2)_2k^|(0^ + O (n-1/2) 
-2n-l/2 S [^(z^jftx _^)'+{g(z2)_2k}^/;o^] + Q (a (3.2.51) 
t= l  
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2 4 
where ^r) = g(r) + g'(r)r — E[g'(e )e ] and e is a standard normal random variable. 
From (3.2.47) and (3.2.51), 
^1/2 ^ _j„-l/2 g + 0„(n-»/2), 
t=l ' P' 
where 
g(z^)^ 2ki^° 
" hO' + {g(z?)-2ki}^Mx 
» t — 1, 2, ..., n 
are independent, identically distributed and E[&] = 0 and 
E[<y = 'u h ^2^^ 
^2^ ^2^^^ 
Hence, the desired result follows from (3.2.52) and by the central limit theorem. 
The next lemma is a version of Lemma 3.2.2 for the noncentral case. 
Lemma 3.2.4: Let the random variables (Y^, X^), t = 1, 2, ..., n, the function g('), 
the estimator and the quantity Q^('y) be as described in Lemma 3.2.3. Let 
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Vt' = -jwr • 
Then there exists a matrix function 8(7) such that 6(7) is continuous in 7,6(7°) 
is a symmetric positive definite matrix and 
(i) plim[B^(7) - 8(7)] = 0, 
2kq 2km (h-V 
(ii) B(7°) = B= ^ ^ ^ 
2k3^ 2a£j^X 
(3.2.53) 
where a = E[g(e^) -e^g (e^) + 5e^g (e^) + 2e\ (e^)], kg = E[g(e^)] and e 
N(0, 1). 
Proof. The proof of this lemma is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.2.2. Therefore, we 
sketch the proof, highlighting only the essential steps. By differentiation, we get 
= 2n-l Ï 6[df(7i)l, 
370 '=1 
1 n , 1 n 5d? 
- 1 ^ - 9  /  _ i  n  o  
d-y^dr^ " -2n ^2^g1d^(7i)](Yt-7o-Xj^) ^ 





+ ''"'Jl6"li?(7l)l(Yi-7o-Xi7/ 4 ddl w. 
/ . o=-2-î2 n 
and 









n \s Zj(Xj-/ij^) 
1=1 
+ Op(n-l). 
By grouping appropriate terms as described in Lemma 3.2.2, the expected value, 6(7), 
of the leading term of 8^(7) is a continuous function of 7. To obtain the matrix 
B = B(7°), we consider the expansion of 6^(7°) at ^ = /fg. By using the result 
that ^ = Op(n~^) and Y - ^  - (X - = Op(n~^/2)^ we get 
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where y>(*) is defined in Lemma 3.2.2. Then, 
^3 ^3/^% 
B = plim = 2 
k^ f j^  aS^x 
2 + g 
because is independent of g(z^) and (p{z^). 0 
Now, we state and prove a theorem analogous to Theorem 3.2.1 for the noncentral 
case. 
Theorem 3.2.2: Let = (Y^, X^), t = 1, 2, ..., n be a sequence of independent, 
identically distributed (k + l)-dimensional random variables with mean 
= if^Y' ^)' eighth moments, and = Var(X^) positive definite. 
Assume that the model (3.1.18) holds. Also, assume that there exists a sequence of 
estimators and a nonnegative function g( • ) satisfying conditions (i) — (iii) of 
Theorem 3.1.2 and conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 3.2.1 . Assume that condition (iv) 
of Theorem 3.1.2 holds. Furthermore, assume that 
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Let 7= (7Q, 7^)' be an estimator of 7° = [7^, (7^) ] that minimizes the quantity 




where h(*) is the weight function defined in Theorem 3.2.1, 
3?(7I) = §«(\)2?(7i). = Yt - MY - -Hriv 
and 












B \ (3.2.55) 
B = 2 
^3 ^3^X 
^3^ aEj^X 
Ayyis in Theorem 3.2.1, b = E[e^{g(e^)+g'(e^)e^-g'(e^)e^}^] defined in Lemma 
3.2.3, = E[g'(e^)e^], kg = E[{g(e^)e-2k^e}^] , kg = E[g(e^)], and e ~ N(0, 1). 
Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 3.2.1, the proof of Theorem 3.2.2 consists of three 
parts. First, we will establish that 7°) N(0, A^^). Second, we will 
establish that n^/^(ô-^—N(0, A^). Finally, we will establish that 7 and 
cTff are asymptotically uncorrelated. 
dQ (7) 
We can expand U^(7), where U^(7) = —, in a Taylor series about 7°, 
for large n, almost surely. For a 7 on the line segment joining 7 and 7°, we have 
+ B„( V'^(7- t") 
* for large n, almost surely. By Theorem 3.1.2 and Lemma 3.2.4, plim B(7) = B(7"), 
given in (3.2.53). Hence, by Lemmas 3.2.3 and 3.2.4, we have 
nl/2(;y_ y) _L, N 0, B ,—1 4aJ^ 
^2 
^2^ + ^2^^ 
B -1 
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Secondly, consider the rearrangement of 
= («- 1)"^ ! <i(Tl) + 2(n - ir\s <i(7i){2i(7i) - ^,(7i)} 
t— 1 1—1 
+ (E - 1)-! S [2i(7i) - «,(7i)l^ - (n -
-2(n - -(»-ir^[*t(7].) - <t(7i)l^-
We expand each term of around ^ = /&g, 7=7°- By using = 
Op(n~^/^), 7 — 7° = Op(n~^/^), and the distributional assumption on (X^, we 
get 
»M(7l) = n-ls [<jf + Op(n-') (3.2.56) 
~ 2  '  '  "  n  Now consider a expansion of dj.(7j^) around /^ = /^ and 7 = 7" we get 
d?(7i) = - 2(4r^<?l(/^ - /^)(l.(7°)')' + (X - *^)(7i-7i)l 
- - cy + Op(n-l). (3.2.57) 
Now expanding around t^ = and 7 = 7° we get 
i„=n-ls h(z2)(rf-2E-lï h(zMl,X )(7-7'') 





t=l ' " t=l ® ^ 
-2n-|s h'(z2)zj/«(Xj-,<x)(VTi) + Op(="\ 
= n-|s li(4)(Ç2 _ A[ii-1M<«)2 - + Op(n-l), 
where A = E[h (e^)e^J and e ^ N(0,1). That is, 
^ (z?{h(4)-AHl-A)] + O (n-l/2), 
t = l 
(3.2.58) 
and the equation (3.2.58) is exactly same as (3.2.41). Therefore by Theorem 3.2.1 
Finally, we establish that 7 and are asymptotically uncorrected. It suffices 
to show that the leading terms of the expansion n^/^(7— 7°) and n^/^((r^— c^) are 




One can observe that the terms in (3.2.59) are odd functions of and the leading 
terms of the expansion of ^^^^(^^^^)> given in (3.2.58), are even functions of 
Furthermore, ^ is a normal random variable with zero mean, independent of X^. Then 
the expectations of the products of the leading terms of (3.2.58) and (3.2.59) are zero. 
Hence and 7 are asymptotically uncorrelated. • 
3.3 Properties of Combined Robust Lines 
Now we consider the regression of X on Y. Let 
Xt = "0 + Y.4 + (3.3.1) 
where (X^, Y^), t = 1, 2, ..., n is a sequence of independent, identically distributed 
real random variables, r^, t = 1, 2, ..., n is a sequence of independent, identically 
distributed normal random variables with zero mean and the variance is denoted by 
0"° • We assume that r® is independent of Y. for all t and j. Also, we assume that 
rr u J 
a° = (oq, ap lies in the interior of a compact subset of IR . 
We can construct the robust regression estimators for a and as we did for 















TTj = TT^la 




®t ~ ®rtt^t ~ 
-1 4 (3.3.6) 
S TP, 
t=l  ^ 
-1 n 
(3.3.7) 
s,tt = (n - 1) -1 2  r f - r ?  
i=l ' ^ 
(3.3.8) 
Then from Theorem 3.2.2, 
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where 





\a = ^'"'fr®2' 
(3.3.10) 
*2 2'*Y B;\ 
B2 - 2 
^3 ^3^ Y 
^3^^ ^^*YY 
^rr = 
a, b, A^, A^, kg and kg are as in Theorem 3.2.1. 
Now we state and prove the main theorem in this section. 
(3.3.9) 
(3.3.11) 
Theorem 3.3.1: Let = (Y^, X^), t = 1, 2, ..., n be a sequence of independent, 
identically distributed bivariate normal random variables with a positive definite 
covariance matrix. Let (^^, r^), t = 1, 2, ..., n be a sequence of independent bivariate 
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normal variables such that models (3.1.1) and (3.3.1) hold. Let g(.) and h(.) be the 
two weight functions defined in Theorem 3.2.2. Assume that (P = (7g, 7^, ûq, aj, 
fi ^ lies in the interior of a compact subset of R . Let 7= (7Q, 7^^)' and be as 
defined in Theorem 3.2.2. Let be the estimator of /ig defined in Theorem 3.2.2 . 










^ la  ^ ix  
«7 ^al A aa. 0 
r7 0 ^rr 
^«7 = ^70, ^7 = = ^ft'^77' Siven in 
Theorem 3.2.2, and is defined in (3.3.10), and A^^ is defined in (3.3.11). The 
other elements of A are 
^7» - % 
•^3 ^3^X 
-1 
A •^3 ^3^ Y 
^3^ ^3^ a^YY 
94 






kg/ly a(T YY 
-1 
An, 
• 1 -P 
ft) N 0, 
rP 1. 
p = corr(Y, X), 
2 2 
^i ~ ~ P ) — ^ijy 
^r - ~ - '^rr' 
and A, kg, a, b, /z^, fyy Theorem 3.2.2, A is given in (3.3.14), Aj and 
Ag are given in (3.3.15)—(3.3.18). 
Proof: Let Q= (0^, (^), where = (y, cr^) and ^ = (a', a^^). From Lemma 
(3.2.3) and (3.2.58), we can write 
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0 
0 a It 
n-l/2 S T: 
t=l  It 
n-1/2 S ,(z2) 
t=l  ^ 
where 
g(Zt)^ 2ki^° 
-  fJ^)  +  {g(zt) - 2k^}^/ix 
7/(r^) = r^h(r^) — Ar^ — 1 + A, 






and a, k^, kg, kg, and A, are as in Theorem 3.2.2. Note that E[T){Z )] = 0 when z ~ 
N(0, 1). Also, 7/(z^) is independent of X^ since is N(0, <r^) random variable 




n -1/2? S T. 
t=l  2t 
n-l/2 s ,(e2) 





V<eJ)r{(Yt -  fly)  +  {g(et) -
°2 = 
kg kg/iy -1 4= 
Hence, 
N-l/2(^_ oO) = D N-^/2 J ^ , O 
t=l P 
(3.3.12) 
where D = block diagonal (Dp Dg, 0"^^) and 
Let 
where 
(t ~ ^2t' 
^t ~ ^2t)' 
^It ~ 
(3.3.13) 
^2t ~ [^2t' 
Note that E(^^) = 0 since E((]^^) = ^((g^) = 0. We have established in Theorem 





Note that and V(^2t) are positive definite matrices since (X, Y) is a 
bivariate normal random variable with a positive positive definite covariance matrix. 




~ NI 0, 
rP 1 
where p = -corr(z^, e^) = corr(X^, Y^). Also, E(^°Y^) = E[r°Xj = and 
Yj. = Y^ + (7^^, X^ = X^ + a°e|., where (Y^, X^) independent of (z^, e^) and 
E[(Y^, X^)] = ifiy, /^). Also, Y^X^ = + 
/^0-j.e^ is such that Y^X^ — ~ 'V^r^t uncorrelated with (z^, e^) and 
E(Y^X^ — Mx^^t ~ ~ Also we use the fact + a^^r® is independent 
of r^, and r^ + is independent of Therefore, 




Ajl = 4ki7»4+ffJ,Tjk4, 
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Ai2 = 
A21 = 4k^(l-k^)a;<T^ + ajtrjk^, 
A22 = <^J^o'5i.E[^o(z^)^e^)z^e^] + 2kj(l-2kj)/i^/^^7°aJ^+ Zk^cr^a^/i^/^y, 
^4 = E[g(z^)g(e^)ze]. 
2 9 The covariance between 7?(zj) and v{^^) can be written as 
=Cov[77(z^), 7/(e^)] = Cov[z^h(z^)-Az^, ^h(e^)-Ae^]. 
Furthermore, 
E[rit»(62)J=E[ri,{e2h(e2)-Ae2}] 
- ('^ll'^12^ ~ 
where 
= (r«E{g(z^)h(e^)ze^}, (3.3.15) 
Ai2 = <^jE[{irJy?(z^)e - //^g(z^)}{h(e^) - A}ze^]. (3.3.16) 
Also 
®^[^2t^(^t)l = E[r2t{z2h(z2) - Az^}] 
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where 
^21 = <^fE{g(e^)h(z^)ez^}, 























^ ja  ^71 
Now, the result follows by (3.3.12) and by the multivariate central limit theorem. 
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Â^ = n-|Ê[h(s;|,r;)T2_&J 
t=l 
(3.3.18) 
^7» ~ %wX 
t=l t=l 
•>"'Ji ""'Ji VtVt 
"^vi-Y 
\ = 4EwX 
n-l^SlV,{h(S-r^)îJ-â„} 
n 


















and ~ ~ ^0 ~ ^i^t' ®rtt (3.3.8). 
The the joint distribution of the parameters of the two regression lines (3.1.1) 
and (3.3.1) is given in Theorem 3.3.1. When the random variables = (Y^,X^) have 
mean zero the joint distribution of the parameters of the two regression lines is given 
in the Theorem 3.3.2. 
Theorem 3.3.2: Let = (Y^,X^), t=l,2,...,n, be a sequence of bivariate normal 
random variables such that E[ZJ = 0 and variance of Z^, Egg, is a positive definite 
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matrix. Let 
Xt = Yt«°+ r°. 
(3.3.26) 
(3.3.27) 
where where be sequence of independent bivariate normal random variables, ^ is 
independent of X^, and r^ is independent of Y^. The parameter = (7°, a°, c"^) 
lies in the interior of a compact subset of R^. Let g(.) and h(.) be the two weight 
functions defined in Theorem 3.2.1. Let (7, be as defined in Theorem 3.2.1 for the 
model (3.3.25) and let (a, cr^^) be as defined in Theorem 3.2.1 for the model (3.3.26). 
Then, 
nl /2(^_^)_N(o,  A) 
where 
« '= (7 ,  "n,  a  .  
'A„ 0 ^70 ^r 
0 
^11 ^ lo t  ^r 
<1 
^al 
.^r7 0 ^r 
^0.7 = ^7<» = ^4'^77' " 
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Theorem 3.2.1, A and A is defined in Theorem 3.2.1 for the model (3.3.27). The 
aa rr 
other elements of A are 
A^ = £7^£7j^cov[z\(z^) — Az^, e^h(e^) — Ae^], 
^71 ~ ^'^XX'^r 
where 
(z, e) ~ N 0, 
1 —p 
L-p 1. 
p = corr(Y, X), 
2 2 
^I ~ ~ P ) — 
A = a^(T^^E[tp{z^)(p{e\%\ 
h = %E[v;(z^){h(e^) - A}ze^], 
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Ag = %E[y)(e^){h(z^) - A}ez^], 
(p{x) = g(r) + g'(r)r - E[g'(e^)e\ 
and A, k^, kg, kg, a, b are as in Theorem 3.2.1. 
Proof: From Lemma 3.2.1, Lemma 3.2.2 and Theorem 3.2.1 we get 
<?") = D n-^/2 S A + 
t=l P 
D = block diagonal (a ^ '^rr) 
( t = 1 ( 4 ) .  " ( 4 ) 1 -
where 7?(r) = r\{r^) — At^ — 1 + A, = (tr^) and One can 
verify that, 
• 1 -P 
~ N 0, 
-P 1. 
As described in the proof of the Theorem 3.3.1 one can verify that t=l,2,...,n , are 
independent and identically distributed with = 0, and = A. Therefore 
the desired result follows from the central limit theorem. • 
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3.4 Multiple Outlier Problem 
The procedure that we outlined to estimate (o', 7', is 
robust against a single outlier in the sample. This procedure can be modified to handle 
multiple outliers. We will describe the procedure for handling two outliers and some 
brief comments on the modifications necessary to handle more than two outliers. 
Let n(t) be the n — 1 observations obtained by deleting the t—th 
observation. Let 
Sjj(t) - \ . 4 i (3.4.1) 
(3.4.2) 
where the constants b„ and c„ , are such that 
n n—1 
-1 ^  
B n SSstjft) • — O f f  
. jf" . 
for normal t = 1, 2, ..., n. In place of (3.1.3), we minimize the quantity 
(3.4.3) 
* * * / * 
over 7. Let 7 = (7Q, 7^^) be the vector that minimizes Q (7). To estimate the 
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mean square error a^ use another iteration of 
^ * 1*0 «o 
* * * * 
where is as in (3.1.10) with 7 replaced by 7 , is with 7 replaced by 7 , 
* 
and the constants c^ is such that E(â^) = when is normal and 7 is 
replaced by the true value 7. 
Note that this procedure is robust against two outliers. The intermediate scale 
estimate, is independent of ^ for known 7. Hence, Theorem 3.2.1 still holds. 
In general, this procedure can be modified to accommodate r < n outliers. Let 
n(tj^, tg, ..., t^_j^) be the n — r + 1 observations obtained by deleting t^—th 
observation, tg—th observation, ..., t^_j^—th observation. We minimize the quantity 
n 
where 
q/f) =n"^S (3 4.5) 
iHr) = ï h[ï(r-l)-l^j4. (3.4.6) 
tcn(tj^,t2 •.•,tr_i) 
The variance is estimated by 
^ \-l32\:2 
^^=Cn S h(â(rp^P^J, (3.4.7) 
where are with 7 replaced by its estimate. The constants c^_^ 
and c^ are appropriately selected. Similarly, a and are estimated from the 
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robust regression of X on Y. 
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4. ROBUST ESTIMATION IN MEASUREMENT ERROR MODELS 
In Section 4.1 we describe the estimation method for the measurement error 
regression model with equation error. In Section 4.2, the large sample properties of the 
estimators in Section 4.1 are studied. In section 4.3, we briefly describe the vector 
explanatory case. The estimators derived in this chapter are robust against a single 
outlier. Necessary modifications are described at the end of Section 4.1 for the 
multiple outlier problem. 
4.1 Estimation Method 
We consider a simple measurement error regression model 
Yt = ^0 + ' (4.1.1) 
Xt = Xt + Ut, (4.1.2) 
Yt = yt + ^ (4.1.3) 
where = (/?Q, P-^) is the parameter of interest, (Y^, X^) , t = 1, 2, ..., n , are the 
observations on the true vectors (y^, x^), the (w^, u^) are measurement errors, and 
q^ is the equation error. We assume that the measurement errors = (w^, u^), 
t = 1, 2; ..., n , are independent of (qj, Xj) for all t and j. The covariance matrix of 
a^, denoted by , is 
^aa~ 




It is assumed that is known or that a consistent estimator, denoted by , is 
available. The estimator may come from an outside source or may be 
constructed from replications. The availability of an estimator of identifies the 
model. 
We describe an estimation procedure for the parameter based on the robust 
regression procedure described in Chapter 3. Consider a bivariate normal random 




and assume that Egg is positive definite. Define a bivariate normal random variable v 
= (i,r) such that 
' = 0 = - Or + 
1 -7i 
-Ûj 1  (4.1.4) 
where 7q — — ^XX^XY^^' 7^ ~ ^XX^XY' ^0 — ^YY^XY^^' ^1 
^^^XY' can verify that 
E(v) = 0, and E(v v) = = 
^A^rr  
(4.1.5) 
2 2 2 2 
where = CyYi'^-P )> ) and /j = 
—1 9 (^XX'^Yy) XY" can verify that i is independent of X and r is independent 
of Y. 
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Assume that the observations = (Y^,X^), t=l,2,...n, are randomly drawn 
from the population N(/^,E2g). Then we can postulate two regression models 
^t " "^0 '^l^t 4 (4.1.6) 
and 
^t " ^0 ®l^t ^t 
where we assume that L is independent of X. and rJ is independent of Y. for all t and j I J i J 
in {1,2,...,n}. We construct the robust regression estimators for the parameters 
Q — (7o>7i)^^)®o»"l'°^rr^ 6om the regressions (4.1.6)-{4.1.7) as described in 
Theorem 3.3.1. Let this estimator be Ô = 
The parameter 0 satisfies the following population moment equations for 
/ty; ''"xx* '^XY' '^YY ' 
7o + 7i^ = My. , (4.1-8) 
^0 ~ (4.1.9) 
0*^0^7]^ — ''"XY* (4.1.10) 
OyyO(J^ — (4.1.11) 
O"YY "" T'l^XY ~ ^11' (4.1.12) 
^XX ~ "I'^XY ~ ^rr- (4.1.13) 
I l l  
These equations and the estimator 0 can be used to define estimators of the 
population moments. 
When Oq, 7q, a^, 7  ^ are known, equations (4.1.8) — (4.1.13) are six 
equations in five unknowns, namely fiyi ^XY' ^XX' ^YY' suggest a 
simple class of estimators constructed by using a linear combination of the two 
estimators of namely 
Ax = (1- "iTi) (4.1.14) 
Ay = (1 - â^Ti) ^Tq + Vi&g), (4.1.15) 
^XX ^ ~ "I'^l) ^^rr' (4.1.16) 
^YY = - ^1^1) (4.1.17) 
^XY ~ '^(^l^XX "^"l^YY^" (4.1.18) 
The two terms ^l^YY consistent estimators of a-^y they 
have the same asymptotic variance, as shown below in Lemma 4.1.1. Hence, we suggest 
the linear combination in (4.1.18) as the estimator of 
Lemma 4.1.1: Assume that the observations = (Y^,X^), t=l,2,...,n, are randomly 
drawn from a N(/i2,S2z) P0P^l3,ti0n . Assume that is positive definite and that 
the parameter 0 = (7o)')'i>®"^"o'"r°^rr^ Hes in the interior of a compact subspace of 
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R®. Let Ohe the robust regression estimates of 0 given in Theorem 3.3.1. Let 
ôyY be given by (4.1.16) and (4.1.17), respectively. Then ®1^YY 
consistent estimators of they have same asymptotic variance. 
Proof: From (4.1.16) Tj^^xX ~ ~ "l^l)""^^l^rr' the function 
The function f(tf) is the ratio of two functions fj^(fl) = Tj^^^rr ^2^^ ~ ^"^1^1' 
straightforward differentiation one can verify that the first and second partial 
derivatives of f^(6) and {2(0) are continuous and hence bounded over the compact 
parameter space. Also note that {2(0) = 1 — 1 — p >0 because Zgg is positive 
definite. Hence f(ô) has continuous and bounded second partial derivatives. Therefore 
w e  c a n  e x p a n d  f (  0 )  i n  a  t a y l o r  s e r i e s  a r o u n d  0 = 0 ,  
T'l'XX = "XY + (1 - "ifl) - Tl) + (1 - "iTl) - "1) 
+ (1 - + Op(n~'). 
Further simplifying, we get 
(1 - - "•xy) = ") + 
where A{0) = (A^(0), A2{0)), A^(g) = (0, 0) and A2(0) = (0, 
7^(1 - a^Ti)). 
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A similar expansion for âj^^yy gives 
(1 - ^YY " '^xv) = <0 + O 
where B{0) = [B^(0), 82(0)], = (0, 0), and B^(g) = [0, 
û!j(l - aj7^)]. 
By Theorem 3.3.1, the proof of this Lemma is complete if we establish that 
AAA = BAB . Note that AAA = A^A^Aj + 2AjAj2A2 + AgAgAg where A^ is 
given in Theorem 3.2.2 for k=l, Ag is given in Theorem 3.2.2 for the model (4.1.7) and 
as given in Theorem 3.3.1. Also note that BAB = B^A^B^ + 





* A *' -2, —1 2 
^l^l^l ~ ^ ^Vxx^rr 
-2, /I 2\3 
— a XX^YY^ P ) 
-2. —1 2 
- a 
- ®2^2®2' 
AgAgAg = a + (1-/)^)7^A^^ 




Similarly, it can be verified that and the proof of the lemma is 
complete. • 
Now, using the estimators in (4.1.14) — (4.1.18), the parameter of interest 0 is 
estimated as 
K (^XX ~ ^uu) ~ ^uw) ' (4.1.19) 
^0 ~ (4.1.20) 
When the mean of the random variables (Y^,X^) is zero a model with no 
intercept is appropriate. Let 
Yj. = x^/3 + , t=l,2,...,n 









where = (w^,u^) is the measurement error and the covariance matrix, of the 
measurement errors is known. One can postulate two regression models 
Yt = Xt7+^t' (4.1.24) 
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= Y^a + r^, (4.1.25) 
where we assume that i. is independent of X. and r. is independent of Y. for all t and j 
• J ' J 
in {l,2,...,n}. The regression parameter 0' = (7, a, where = E[^] and 
2 
= E[r^], can be estimated as described in Theorem 3.3.1. we suggest estimators for 
the population parameter ^YY^ analogous to (4.1.16)-{4.1.18), 
^XX = (1 - « 7 ) (4.1.26) 
^YY ~ ^ 7 ) (4.1.27) 
^XY ~ ^XX " ^ YY^' (4.1.28) 
where (7, a, are given in Theorem 3.3.2 . Then we postulate the estimator for 
/3as 
^ ~ ('^XX ~ '^uu) ^(^XY ~ ^uw) • (4.1.29) 
The estimators (4.1.19), (4.1.20) and (4.1.29) are robust against a single outlier 
in the sample. However our procedure can be modified by using 0 from Section 3.4 in 
place of 0 to obtain an estimator of P. Hence the modified estimator is robust against 
multiple outliers. 
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4.2 Properties of the Estimators 
In this section we establish the asymptotic distribution of p. The asymptotic 
distribution of for the no intercept model (4.1.21) — (4.1.22) is given in Theorem 
4.2.1. The asymptotic distribution of jSfor the model (4.1.1) — (4.1.3) is given Theorem 
4.2.2 . 
Theorem 4.2.1: Let = (Y^,X^), t=l,2,...,n, be independent, identically distributed 
bivariate normal random variables with zero mean such that models (4.1.21) — (4.1.22) 
hold. Let the measurement errors a^ = (w^, u^) be independent and normally 
distributed with a known covariance matrix Z ^ . Assume that a. is independent of Z. 
aa L J 
for all t,j = l,2,...,n, cr^ = V(x^) > 0 and Egg = V(Z^) is positive definite. Let g and 
h be the two weight functions defined in Theorem 3.2.1. Assume that 0 = (7, a, 
o-^r) lies in the interior of a compact subset of K'^. Then the estimator ^ of /3 
defined in (4.1.29) is such that 
1.1/2(3-/3) ^^N(0,S) 
where 
S = J &1 — 1?) ^(.5a — b) ' A(.5a — b) (4.2.1) 
a' = a, 0-^, 7 ) (4.2.2) 




A is given in Theorem 3.3.2. 
Proof: By substituting the values of and from (4.1.28) and (4.1.26) into 
(4,1.29), we get 
where P{0) = .5(7(r^j. + acr^) - (r^^(l - aj) and Q(tf) = - (1 - Note that 
P(6) and Q(^, and the partial and second partial derivatives of ?(<?) and Q(0) are 
continuous function of 0 and, hence, bounded over the the compact parameter space. 
> 0 by the assumptions that cr^ > 0 and Egg is positive definite. Thus the first 
partial and second partial derivatives of I3{0) are continuous and bounded. 
Hence, we can expand ^ in a Taylor series around (7, a, . The leading term 
of the expansion is 
.5(7  V + <"'«)-
V - u - « 7 
The numerator of the firaction (4.2.5) is 
^ .5(7 + à - (7^,(1 - a 7 ) 
- (1 - " 7 )%„ 
(4.2.4) 
Consider /3 as a function of 0, namely 
Furthermore, Q(0) = (t^^. - (1 - a7)cr^^ = cr^x(l - /) - (1 - = o-^(l - /) 
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— 1 —Il 2 ~~1 2 
•^'^XX'^XY^^XX " ^^YY^XY + ^YY^XY^ 
2 2 2 —1 2 
+ .SCTYY^^YX^^^YY ~ ^^XX^XY + ^XX^XY^ 
—1 —1 2 
~ ~ '^XX'^YY'^XY) 
2 2 2 2 — ][ 2 
= (^^XX'^YY^XY^ "^XX^YY ~ ^XY^ ~ ~ ^XX^YY^XY^ 
= ("XY - 'uw)(l -''^)-
The denominator of fraction (4,2,5) is 
—1 2 "*1 2 "*1 -—1 2 
^XX ~ ^^YY^YX + ^^YY^YX ~ ~ ^XX^YY'^XY^'^iiu 
__1 __1 2 
= (o-xx ~ %Ti) ^ xx'^YY^^XX^YY ~ ^XY^ 
= (^XX~''uu)(^"^^)-
Hence, the leading term of the expansion of P is (cr^ - o-^^)"^((r^y — tr^^) = 0 and 
P = P+ Cj(7 - 7) + c^icr^ - (Tfj) + Cg(â-a) + c^{cr^^ - (T^^) + Op(n"^) , 
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where Cj^, Cg, Cg, are the partial derivative of (4.2.5) with respect to 7, a, 
respectively. In matrix notation, 
)9-/3= (Cp Cg, Cg, c^)(Ô- ff) + Op(n~^) , 





C = (c^, Cg, Cg, c^), 




C3 = (.5<T„ -
C4=('57 -
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The vector C can be written as 
C = (.5a - b) [0-^(1 -
where a and b are given in (4.2.2) and (4.2.3) respectively . 
• 
Theorem 4.2.2: Let = (Y^,X^), t=l,2,...,n, be independent, identically distributed 
bivariate normal random variables such that models (4.1.1) — (4.1.3) hold. Let the 
measurement errors a^, = (w^, u^) be independent and normally distributed with a 
known covariance matrix . Assume that a. is independent of Z. for all t,j = 
da I J 
1,2,,..,n, (j^ = V(x^) > 0 and ~ V(Z^) is positive definite. Let g and h be the 
two weight functions defined in Theorem 3.2.1. Assume that 0 = 
f C 
(7Q,7l,(7^ao,0!i,arr) lies in the interior of a compact subset of IR . Then the 




2  — 1  — 1  2  
p _ (^XX^YY^XY 
C is a 2 X 6 matrix whose coefficients are given in (4.2.6) — (4.2.17). 
Proof: By substituting the values of /z^, /iy, <7^, and o-yy (4.1.14) — 
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(4.1.18) into (4.1.19) - (4.1.20) we get 
where P(0) = .5(7^(7^^ + ) " «^uw^l " *i7i), Q(^ = «^j-r " ~ "I'^l^'^uu' 
= Q(^)(7o + Ti^q) ~ + "iTq) and S(^ = (1 - a^7j)Q(0). The functions 
P(^, Q(^, R(6) and S(^, first partial and second partial derivatives of these functions 
are continuous functions of 0 and, hence bounded over the compact parameter space. 
Furthermore, Q(g) = - (1 - ûi7i)o-uu = (^^^(1 - p^) > 0 and S(0) = £r^(l - p^f 
> 0 by the assumptions that > 0 and Egg is positive definite. Thus the y3(fl) has 
b o u n d e d  s e c o n d  d e r i v a t i v e s .  H e n c e  w e  c a n  e x p a n d  ^  i n  a  T a y l o r  s e r i e s  a r o u n d  0 = 9 ,  
we get 
^ Op(n-l/2), 
where C is a 2 * 6 matrix whose elements are given by 
^22 = <T^(1 — (4.2.6) 
^12 = ^xx^l-^l^l)/^ - '^(•^'^rr-^l'^l^uu+^l'^uw)' (4'^'^) 
Ci3 - , (4.2.8) 
Ci4= (4.2.9) 
•=15 = + Tl'uw)' 
(4.2.10) 
^ 1 6  =  ~ / ^ ( - 5 T I  — ( 4 . 2 . 1 1 )  
= 0, (4.2.12) 
•=22 = •'V -
Cgg = .5ap (4.2.14) 
C24 = 0, (4.2.15) 
"=25 = + Tl%w' 
C26 =-571 -/^i- (4.2.17) 












4.3 Vector Explanatory Variable case 
The procedure that we outlined in Sections 4.1—4.2 is for the measurement error 
regression model of an univariate y on univariate x. A possible extension to the 
multivariate case is outlined in this section. In particular we consider a trivariate 
normal sample t=l,2,...,n, randomly chosen from 
Assume that is positive definite and let 
/ijj. - (/ixi'^2'^3^ &X ~ 
By the properties of the multivariate normal distribution we can postulate three 
regression models 
^tl ~ '^01 '^2^2 '^31^t3 4l ' (4.3.1) 
^t2 ~ "^02 '^12^tl '^32^t3 ^2 ' (4.3.1) 
^t3 ~ '^03 '^13^tl '^23^t2 ^3 ' (4.3.1) 
where ~ NI(0,(T^.) and independent of (X^j,X^^^) for all i,j,k e {1,2,3}, i ^ k, i # j, 
and t,m e {1,2,...,n}. 
We can construct the regression estimators, robust against a single outlier in 
the direction X^, X^g by extending the method described in Chapter 3 for the 
bivariate normal sample case. The three robust regression furnish estimators of 
^ = (Tq i ' 721' '^31' ^UIV '^02' TÏ2' ^^32' *^2' '^03' ^13' '^23' ' 
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Let - (7QJ, 721' '^31^ ' "^2 ~ ^12' '^32^ '^3 ~ ^'^03' ^13' '''23^ ' 
and 7- be the vector that minimizes the quantity 
Qn(')i) = " sKtii^i^^i' (4.3.4) 
where 
®ttii = 4 "4}' '==1'2'3' (4.3.5) 
and g(.) is a weight function with continuous and bounded second derivatives described 
in Chapter 3. Also is estimated by 
^Mi ^ ^n ^ |^^^[^ttii%%' (^.3.6) 
where h(.) is a weight function with continuous and bounded second derivatives as 
described in Chapter 3, s^^jj and are defined by (4.3.5), (4.3.1)-(4.3.3), 
respectively, with 0 replaced by B, and c^ is a constant, depending only on n, such that 
c~^ = n~jE^E[h(e^)e^] , e^ ~ NI(0,1). (4.3.7) 
To estimate we solve the following population moment equations 
conditioned on 0, 
hci ~ T'OI '^'21^2 '^31/^3' (4.3.8) 
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^2 " "^02 '^12^1 '^32^2' 
^3 ^  % ••" '''13^1 '^2Zhi2' (4.3.10 
^11 ~ '^'21^^12 + '^31 ^ 13 ^itlV (4.3.11 
^12 ~ ^^21^22 ^^31^23' (4.3.12 
^^13 ~ '^21^^23 '^31 "^33' (4.3.13 
*^12 ~ ^12*11 "^32*^13' (4.3.14 
^^22 ~ TÏ2*Ï2 ^ ^^32^23 ^^2' (4.3.15 
*^23 ~ TÏ2*Ï3 '^32^^33' (4.3.16 
^^13 ~ TÏ3*Ï1 "'" '^23^12' (4.3.17 
^23 ~ ^13*12 '''23^22' (4.3.18 
^33 ~ TÏ3*Ï3 '^23^23 + ^^3' (4.3.19 






'^12 732 '^02 
TÏ3 '''23 ' 
(4.3.20) 
There are 9 equations, (4.3.11) — (4.3.12), in 6 unknowns. We suggest forming the 
three sums (4.3.12) with (4.3.14), (4.3.13) with (4.3.17), and (4.3.16) with (4.3.18). 
Then, 
Vech(SjQ^) 
1 -721 -^^31 ° 0 0 
-7I2 2 -732 -721 ® 
-"^13 -^23 ^ 
0 -712 0 
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° "'^21 "'^31 
^ ~T'32 ® 
^ '^13 '''12 "^23 ^ '^32 
,0 0 -7J3 0 -723 ^ 







The estimators and are obtained by replacing <?by Ôin (4.3.20) and (4.3.21) 
respectively. 
Now consider the measurement error regression model 
^t3 = ^0 + ^l^tl + ^2*t2 + Qf 
^ti ~ ^ti ^ti' > 
(4.3.22) 
where X^., t=l,2,...,n, i=l,2,3, are the observed and x^'s are the unobserved true 
values, q^ is the equation error and u^.'s are the measurement errors. We assume that 
the variance matrix, of the measurement errors is known. Then the robust 
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estimators of /3Q and 0 — (/?p|S2) 





°^12"^iiiil2 ^22~V22 ^^^23" '^ 1^11123 
and (4.3.23) 
h ~ &3 ^l&l ^2&2 • 
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5. MONTE CABXO EXPERIMENT 
We constructed a Monte Carlo experiment to compare the estimator of ^ in 
(4.1.9) with Fuller's modified moment estimator found in section 2.5.1 of Fuller (198?) 
and also described in Section 2.1. The modified moment estimator is designed to 
correct the bias in small samples. We considered a simple univariate measurement 
error regression model with no intercept, 
y t  =  V+I f  
(Yt,Xj) = (y,,x,) + (wj.Uj), 
(5.1) 
(6.2) 
where the measurement error = (w^, u^) is independent of (xj, qj) for all t and j, 
with mean zero and known covariance matrix, Furthermore we assume that q. is 
aa L 
independent of Xj for all t and j, with mean zero. 
Eleven different types of samples of size, n = 25, were created. We considered 
n = 25 to be a moderate size. 
1. A sample of n = 25 was created with 
*t 1 0 0 
"t ~NI 0, 0 .25 0 
.'t. 0 0 .25 
(5.3) 
where = q^ + and the true value of 13= 1. The normal random 
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variables are created using the subroutine DRNNOA from the 
IMSL(1989) package. 
2. A sample that is same as Sample 1, except that the first observation in 
u is replaced by +10 with probability 0.5 and is replaced by —10 
with probability 0.5 . The choice of ± 10 was based on a uniform random 
variable created by the subroutine DRNUN of the IMSL(1989) package. 
If the value of the uniform random variable was < .5 then +10 was 
assigned to the first observation of the u, else —10 was assigned. 
3. A sample that is same as Sample 1, except that the first observation in e 
is replaced by +10 with probability 0.5 and is replaced by —10 with 
probability 0.5 . The choice of ±10 was based on an uniform random 
variable as described in Sample 2. 
4. Same as in Sample 1 except that the first observation in (u, e) is 
replaced by (±10, ±10) with equal probability on the four combinations. 
Again the choice of the outlier was based on the value of a randomly 
drawn uniform random variable. 
5. A sample that is same as Sample 1, except that x^ is a standard 
exponential random variable centered at zero. The standard exponentials 
were created by the subroutine DRNEXP of the IMSL(1989) package. 
The mean = 1 was subtracted from the exponentials to center the x^'s at 
zero. 
6. u^ was a N(0, .25) random variable with probability .95 and a N(0, 25) 
random variable with probability .05 . The selection was made with a 
standard uniform random variable. The values of (x^, e^) are generated 
as in Sample 1. 
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7. was a N(0, .25) random variable with probability .95 and a N(0, 25) 
random variable with probability .05 . The selection was made with a 
standard uniform random variable. The values (x^, e^) are generated as 
in Sample 1. 
8. Same as Sample 1 except that the first two values of the u's are replaced 
by ±10 with equal probability( that is a probability of 0.25 for each of 
the four possible combinations). 
9. Same as Sample 8 except that first two values of the e's, instead of the 
u's, are replaced by ±10 with equal probability. 
10. Same as 5 except that the first value of the u's is replaced by ±10 with 
equal probability. 
11. Same as 5 except that the first value of the e's is replaced by ±10 with 
equal probability. 
The estimate of /? is constructed according to (4.1.29). The estimator of /? was 
modified according to (2.1.10) to reduce the small sample bias . We used the functions 
g and h, 
g(r^) = 
1  i t  | r |  <  C j  
(5.4) 
7 
if |r| >C, , 
h(r^) = 
1 if |r| < Cg 




where = 3 and Cg = 2.5 . Note that g and h are continuous and bounded. 
Furthermore, g and h are twice differentiable everywhere except at one point. This is a 
mild violation of the assumptions of the Theorems 3.2.1 and 3.3.2 where we require g 
and h to have continuous first and second derivatives. We selected the functions 
(5.4)-{5,5) because of simplicity and because they are popular choices in the literature. 
Each Monte Carlo run contained 1,000 replications. The initial run suggested 
that a = 2 is a good choice in equation (2.1.10) for the small sample bias reduction. 
Also during the initial run of the Monte Carlo the constants a, b, c and A, given in 
Theorem 3.2.1 and Theorem 3.3.2, are calculated and used in the final Monte Carlo 
run. 
The quantity Q^('y), defined in Lemma 3.2.1, was minimized for 7 by using the 
subroutine DUVMIF of the IMSL(1989). Then was estimated according to 
Theorem 3.2.1 . Same procedure was applied to estimate (a, a^^). The subroutine 
DUVMIF is intended to provide fast convergence when the function has a positive and 
continuous second derivative at the minimum. The subroutine DUVMIF uses a 
quadratic interpolation method to find a minimum point of the function Q(x). An 
initial estimate of the solution XQ, a step value s, and a positive bound b are provided 
by the user. The algorithm begins the search by moving from XQ to XQ+s. the first two 
function evaluations indicate the direction to the minimum point, and the search 
strides out along this direction until a bracket on a minimum point is found or until x 
reaches one of the bounds XQ±b. During the search stage the step size increases by a 
factor of between 2 and 9 per function evaluation, the factor depending on the position 
of the minimum point that is predicted by the quadratic interpolation of the three 
most recent function values. When the interval containing a solution has been found, 
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we will have three points x^, Xg, Xg with Xj^ < Xg < Xg and (^(xg) < Q(xj^) and QCxg) < 
Q(xg). The solution x is near as possible to the minimum point, subject to being at 
least 8 from Xg, and subject to being in the longer interval between Xj^ and Xg or Xg 
and Xg. For our simulation we set XQ = 0.8( the true value), s = .1, b = 100.0 , 6 = 
.001, and we allowed a maximum function evaluation of 50. 
Table 4.1 Estimates and their mean square errors for n = 25 with Ci = 3.0 and 
Cg = 2.5 as the tuning constants for g and h . 
Sample 
Usual estimator Robust estimator 
Mean MSE Mean MSE 
Normal sample 0.99996 0.03239 0.99422 0.03601 
Uj is replaced by ±10 0.18994 0.66282 0.99932 0.03402 
e^ is replaced by ±10 1.04761 0.28119 0.98617 0.03504 
(u^e^) is (±10, ±10) 0.18772 1.32996 1.00489 0.02130 
x^ ~ exp(l) - 1 0.99478 0.03848 0.98552 0.04736 
u^ ~.95N(0,.25)+.05 N(0,25) 0.64774 0.24756 0.91016 0.06548 
e^ ~.95 N(0,.25)+.05N(0,25) 0.99461 0.11673 0.93411 0.05859 
The estimators and their mean square errors were tabulated in Table 4.1. From 
Table 4.1, notice that for the sample of independent, identically distributed normal 
vectors, and for the choice of g, h as in (5.1) and (5.2) with = 3 and Cg = 2.5 , 
the robust estimator is 90% as efficient as the modified moment estimator. When the 
samples are contaminated with outliers, the robust estimator does much better than 
the modified moment estimator. It is interesting to note that the contamination in 
X—direction (via u ) affects the usual estimator more than contamination in 
Y-direction. 
In the double contamination, u^^ is replaced by 10 or —10 , and e^^ is replaced 
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by 10 or —10. In such samples the mean squared error of the robust estimator is 
much lower than that of the usual estimator. This can be attributed to the fact that 
about half of the outliers, those with (+10, +10) or (—10, —10) fell very close to the 
true line. 
Note that when is exponential and there is no contamination in the errors, 
the robust estimator was only 80% efficient as. the usual estimator. This may be due 
to the fact that the skewed x distribution produced too many observations that were 
downweighted too quickly. 
Table 4.2 Estimates and their mean square errors for n = 25 with tuning 
constants Ci = Cg = 3.0 . 
Usual estimator Robust estimator 
Sample Mean MSE Mean MSE 
Normal sample 0.99996 0.03239 0.99204 0.03373 
Uj^ is replaced by ±10 0.18994 0.66282 1.00582 0.03415 
ej is replaced by ±10 1.04761 0.28119 0.98078 0.03494 
(u^, e^) is (±10, ±10) 0.18772 1.32996 1.00668 0.02076 
x^ ~ exp(l) — 1 0.99478 0.03848 0.98435 0.04253 
u^ ~ .95N(0,.25)+.05N(0,25) 0.64774 0.24756 0.88356 0.08013 
e^ ~ .95N(0,.25)+.05N(0,25) 0.99461 0.11673 0.94156 0.05619 
Next, the tuning constant for the h function was increased to 3 , that is 
= Cg = 3 . The means and mean squares of the estimators constructed with 
Ci = Cg = 3 are in Table 4.2. From Table 4.2 we see that when x^ is exponential, 
the robust estimator is 90% as efficient as the usual estimator. Increasing the tuning 
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constant in the function h increased the efficiency of the robust estimator in the 
normal samples to 96% from 90%. The bias in the contaminated e^ sample is reduced 
by 1% relative to the usual estimator, but the bias in the contaminated u^ sample 
increased by 3% relative to the usual estimator. 
Table 4.3 Estimates and their mean square errors for n = 25 with tuning 
constants Ci = Cj = 3.0 . 
Usual estimator Robust estimator 
Sample Mean MSB Mean MSE 
Normal sample 0.99996 0.03239 0.99711 0.03591 
Uj^ is replaced by ±10 0.18994 0.66282 1.00518 0.03611 
e^ is replaced by ±10 1.04761 0.28119 0.98592 0.03730 
(uj, e^) is (±10, ±10) 0.18772 1.32996 1.00243 0.01710 
x^ ~ exp(l) - 1 0.99478 0.03848 0.98850 0.04483 
u^ ~ .95N(0,.25)+.05N(0,25) 0.64774 0.24756 0.95484 0.05639 
e^ ~ .95N(0,.25)+.05N(0,25) 0.99461 0.11673 0.94313 0.05148 
Up Ug are replaced by ±10 0.10567 0.80415 1.00471 0.03552 
ej^, eg are replaced by ±10 1.0474 0.49106 0.97560 0.03524 
x^ ~ exp(l) — 1, u^ is ±10 0.17858 0.68547 0.98532 0.05530 
x^ ~ exp(l) - 1, ej^ is ±10 1.00193 0.35079 0.95764 0.05359 
Next we used an estimator of P in (4.1.29) modified to be robust against two 
outliers, as described in Sections 3.4 and 4.1. The Table 4.3 is for the tuning constants 
= Cg = 3.0 and Table 4.4 is for the tuning constants = 3.0 and Cg = 4.0. We 
notice the efficiency of the robust estimator for the normal distribution case is 90% for 
Cg = 3.0 and 97% for Cg = 4.0. Our robust estimator does a much better job when 
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there are outliers in the sample compared to the usual modified method of moments 
estimator. 
When is exponential, the robust estimator is 86% as efficient as the normal 
estimator when Cg = 3.0 and 95% as efficient as the normal estimator when Cg = 4.0. 
However when there is contamination in the sample the robust estimator beat the 
usual estimator decisively. 
Table 4.4 Estimates and their mean square errors for n = 25 with tuning 
constants Ci = 3.0, Cg = 4.0 . 
Sample 
Usual estimator Robust estimator 
Mean MSE Mean MSE 
Normal sample 0.99996 0.03239 0.99272 0.03353 
u^ is replaced by ±10 0.18994 0.66282 1.01018 0.03293 
ej^ is replaced by ±10 1.04761 0.28119 0.97125 0.03375 
(u^e^) is (±10, ±10) 0.18772 1.32996 1.00515 0.01801 
x^ ~ exp(l) — 1 0.99478 0.03848 0.98376 0.04051 
u^ ~ .95N(0,.25)+.05N(0,25) 0.64774 0.24756 0.93086 0.05991 
ej ~ .95N(0,.25)+.05N(0,25) 0.99461 0.11673 0.95196 0.04628 
Uj^, Ug are replaced by ±10 0.10567 0.80415 1.01771 0.03436 
e^, eg are replaced by ±10 1.0474 0.49106 0.94131 0.03507 
x^ ~ exp(l) — 1, Uj^ is ±10 0.17858 0.68547 0.99313 0.04780 
x^ ~ exp(l) — 1, is ±10 1.00193 0.35079 0.94777 0.04625 
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